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Synopsis

In Australia and throughout the world there exist many pressure vessels and turbine

rotors where safety is reliant on the conservative nature of design codes. Moreover, the

toughness of the materials used in the manufacture of pressure equipment reduces with

time in service. The material investigated in this study (1.0Cr-1.0Mo-0.25V wt %*

steel) has been widely used for turbine generating rotors. These components are the

most critical to the safe operation of power plant. These alloys and the nature of their

service schedule have a potential for temper embrittlement, resulting in toughness

degradation and a decrease in the critical flaw sizes for brittle fracture. Therefore, in-

service inspections and remaining life assessment must determine the safety of these

components.

The aim of this project was to derive new mechanical property correlations and

microstructural indicators for improved assessment of the structural integrity of low

alloy steel pressure equipment. The research program focused on a high pressure-

intermediate pressure (HP-IP) rotor steel in the ex-service, de-embrittled and re-

embrittled conditions.

In this work, fracture toughness estimated by miniature test techniques as well as full

and sub-size specimen variations was related to component toughness. For example,

the small punch test (SPT) is emerging as a valuable technique to measure toughness

for many heavy section components. The aim was to correlate SPT data and

conventional fracture toughness test data from embrittled steels for subsequent use as
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V*' * toughness parameters in structural integrity assessment. Ultimately, this type of

i
3 assessment may allow for in-service crack growth and materials degradation analysis.

a Mechanical testing was carried out to obtain validated relationships between fracture
]
i appearance transition temperature (FATT) and fracture toughness (Klc). New
)

! "j correlations between SPT data, Klc fracture toughness data were also developed.

,i
m.*

I Optical microscopy in conjunction with analytical scanning electron microscopy

4 (ASEM), analytical transmission electron microscopy (ATEM) and tliree-dimensional
>
« atom probe field ion microscopy (3DA.P/FIM) were conducted to characterise the

microstructure. Results compared microstructure between rotor stages and service

i
temperature, degree of embrittlement and edge-to-core within a given stage.

\{

After conducting the initial impact screening tests, three locations of the rotor were

selected for further mechanical investigation: stage 1 (operating temperature 565 °C),

stage 3 (operating temperature 511 °C), and stage 12 (operating temperature 351 °C).
*
j This choice was justified by measured FATT values for stage 3 and 1 representing two

\ extremes of embrittlement, stage 1 being the hottest stage (the point of steam inlet) and

3- the most embrittled. Following the Charpy V-Notch Testing (CVN), SPT and Kk

' testing of an ex-service rotor steel it was concluded that the SPT and CVN impact

; testing for stages 1, 3 and 12 in service-exposed, de-embrittled and re-embrittled

< conditions produced transition temperature values that were within the limits of the

, i confidence interval approach. The results provided an empirical estimate of Kjc values
• *

*A which were comparable to the experimentally measured values. Based on this, three-

k \ ' Throughout the thesis compositions are in weight percent unless indicated otherwise
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way or triangular correlations between CVN-Kic-SPT results, small punch test could be

used to directly estimate the fracture toughness and critical crack size and, in future,

could become a remaining life assessment tool.

The microstructural examination revealed that there was little or no difference in

micvostructure between the edge and core of individual rotor disks or stages, and this

was supported by similarities in the impact test data. However, detailed TEM

characterisation suggested that microchemical information of the phases varied for the

three stages as they were exposed to different thermal histories. The role of alloying

elements in scavenging P was also examined by experiments to locate P in the

microstructure. It was apparent that P partitioning along M3C carbide and matrix

interfaces was significant. Moreover, combining the results from SEM, TEM and

3DAP/FIM allowed the formulation of mass balances for most of the elements between

the phases. This provides a useful indicator for the assessment of the service

history/remaining lifetime. The combined results of the assessment of miniature and

full size fracture tougliness correlations and microstructural examination could prove

potentially useful in deriving new more efficient routes for remaining life assessment

for the Australian power generation industry..
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Chapter 1: Introduction

This chapter introduces the project and presents the thesis layout

1



Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Remaining Life Assessment of Turbine Generating

Rotors

The ability of plant to operate safely and economically requires the assessment of

structural integrity of individual critical components and estimation of the remaining

life. Whilst life assessment technology is complex, it must be developed to optimise

both maintenance planning and life extension.

The object of the remaining life analysis of older pressure equipment is to ensure that

the reliability can be maintained at a high level even after an extended period of

operation, ie 15-30 years (Berg et al., 1982). The results of mechanical testing and

materials characterisation are employed to improve the quality of the remaining life

prediction of older pressure equipment. At critical locations of actual components,

microstructural changes and microcracking can be observed using surface examination

techniques. These results provide valuable support to the evaluation of the expanded

lifetime. It is therefore of utmost importance that during the lifetime of the power

station, operational data should be carefully documented (Bertilsson, et al, 1985).

Figure 1.1 is a pneumatic diagram of a steam power plant. It is clear that a variety of

materials of construction are needed to withstand a wide range of conditions in the

plant, depending upon the local conditions of pressure, temperature, and chemical

environment (Puzak, et al., 1952) The capacity, reliability, efficiency, availability, and

safety of plants depend critically on the integrity of the components and materials

employed (Viswanathan, 1989). A number of damage phenomena, such as
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embrittlement, creep, hydrogen attack, and hydrogen embrittlement, can impair plant

integrity.

.-I

I

Turbine rotors are amongst the most critical and highly stressed components of power

plants. Failures of rotors have resulted in a wide spectrum of eventualities ranging from

catastrophic bursts to lengthy forced outages imposing severe economic penalties on the

affected utilities (Viswanathan, 1989). There have been only a few instances of

catastrophic bursts of rotors. However, great concern exists for the potential for such

bursts because of the consequences of such incidents (Viswanathan, 1993). Rotors

made prior to 1970 are of concern because of their composition compared to current

rotors. In addition, rotors manufactured in the 1960's and 1970's are increasingly

reaching their design life limits. There has also been an increasing awareness of the

inadequacy of the original design database and of unanticipated in-service degradation

of the rotor materials (Iwadate, 1985). To forestall the possibility of catastrophic burst,

several rotors are retired annually, based essentially on the recommendations of the

turbine manufacturers (Rana, 1994). Changes in operating procedures and more

frequent inspections are also resorted to, resulting in heavy operating and maintenance

costs. In addition to avoiding premature failures prior to the end of design life many

utilities would like to extend the life of the rotors beyond their design life for economic

reasons (Viswanathan, 1993).
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram for a steam power plant

1.2 Australian Power Generation Industry

In Australia approximately 30% of fossil fuel power generation plants, representing

25% of the total generating capacity, are over 20 year old. Additionally, the changing

generation environment, with utility corporatisation, privatisation and increasing

transmission link-up, has resulted in competition between generating sources and

increased cyclic operation. This will lead to increased life consumption rates. A

somewhat similar situation exists with other high performance pressure plants used in

the petroleum and chemical industries with some operating plants over 40 years old

(Moss, et al, 1995).

In Australia and throughout the world there exists many pressure vessels and turbine

rotors where safety is reliant on the conservative nature of design codes. Moreover, the

toughness of the materials used in the manufacture of pressure equipment reduces with
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time in service. The material investigated in this study (I.0Cr-1.0Mo-0.25V steel) has

been widely used for turbine generating rotors. These components are the most critical

to the safe operation of power plant. These alloys are potentially susceptible to temper

embrittlement, resulting in toughness degradation and a decrease in the critical flaw

sizes for brittle fracture. Therefore, in-service inspections and remaining life assessment

must determine the safety of these components. These issues have brought about the

present study, since they create the need for an efficient and accurate methodology for

assessing the structural integrity of pressure equipment, to enable the safe and most

economical scheduling of run, repair and replacement of plant. Progress in this area has

the potential to improve the competitiveness of power and petro-refining industries by:

• reducing component failures and unscheduled maintenance down-time (which

reduce profits),

• allowing for more accurate planning of outages and providing longer lead times for

new plant construction,

• in some cases, avoiding the need to construct new plant, which is desirable because

of escalating construction costs and the potential environmental impact of new

plant, improving the ability of operators to meet safety requirements (and therefore

obtain operating licenses) (Cane, 1986).

Therefore, there is a clear need to assess the current rotor life and possibly extend it

beyond the design life with the aid of an efficient remaining life analysis that would not

impair the operation of the plant due to time constraints and destructive nature.
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1.3 Thesis Outline

The aim of the project was to contribute towards the development of a methodology for

estimation of remaining life in temper embrittled low alloy turbine generating rotor

with the emphasis on miniaturisation approach. The structure of the study presented in

this thesis is as follows:

Chapter 2 comprises a literature review that provides a background to the areas of work

relevant to this investigation. Included is a complete history of the analysis of the

temper embrittlement damage mechanism ant the fabrication and service experience of

power generating rotors. The existing methods both mechanical and microstructural are

also discussed in detail.

Chapter 3 outlines the experimental procedures relevant to the work undertaken. The

rotor steel composition and heat treatments employed are fully described. Also

provided in the chapter are the descriptions of the mechanical methods used in this

study with the appropriate references to the appendices for the cut-up documentation

and specimen specifications. Techniques and operational parameters relevant to the

material microstructural examination are also summarised.

Chapter' 4 details the investigation into the initial impact screening procedures and also

the studies the effect of miniaturisation on the impact properties of the service-exposed

material. The impact screening of numerous locations across the rotor allowed the

and microstructural investigations to focus on three critical locations.

Charpy V-Notch Testing and fractographic analyses were performed on the service-
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exposed materL* in order to study the effect of the specimen size on the impact

properties and to correlate the full size and miniature size data.

Chapter 5 consists of the results of the three kinds of mechanical testing: Charpy V-

Notch Testing, Small punch tests and full size Kic fracture toughness measurements for

the service-exposed, de-embrittled and re-embrittled rotor material. The correlations

between these tests are also presented and discussed and a new possible correlation

method based on the miniature specimen technique for structural integrity assessment is

discussed. The calculations of the remaining life assessment parameter — critical crack

size are presented and compared to that of the rotor failed in service.

Chapter 6 examines the microstructure of the service-exposed rotor material by optical

metallography, FEG SEM and TEM. It also provides a detailed EDXS analysis of the

M3C carbide that dominated all three stages of the rotor. Included in the chapter are

results of stereological calculations of the precipitate number density and 3D APFIM

results of the carbide-matrix P segregation.

Chapter 7 attempts to unite the mechanical and microstructural outcomes and

summarises the major achievements that arose from this study.

Chapter 8 suggests a number of areas for future exploration.



Chapter 2: Literature

Survey

This chapter reviews the existing state of knowledge and outlines the target

areas of the present research
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2.1 Damage Mechanisms

Pressure equipment such as power generation plant components are subjected to the

complex array of damage mechanisms, consisting of primarily of creep and creep

embrittlement at higher temperatures, hydrogen attack and embrittlement at

temperatures below 150°C, and temper embrittlement in the intermediate 350-540°C

temperature range. These mechanisms typically affecting the in-service performance of

pressure equipment such as steam turbines are summarised in Table 2.1. The excessive

action of one or the combination of these mechanisms may lead to pronounced

acceleration of failure. The present study focuses on temper embrittlement in low alloy

steels with particular emphasis on turbine generating rotors. Therefore, selected aspects

of the fabrication and service of these components that influence susceptibility to

temper embrittlement are now discussed.

Table 2.1 Damage Mechanisms Affecting Pressure Equipment

Damage Mechanisms

Creep and Creep

Embrittlement

Hydrogen Attack

Hydrogen Embrittlement

Temper Embrittlement

Temperature Range

>500 °C

below 150 °C

345-540 °C

Main

Characteristics

Component

Deformation

Blistering

Crack Formation

Lower Threshold for

Crack Propagation

Loss of Toughness
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2.2 Temper Embrittlement

Temper embrittlement reduces the critical flaw sizes in the material, and changes the

fracture mechanism from ductile to brittle cleavage, which leads to a critical deterioration

of the toughness of the steel component (Newhouse and Holtz, 1968). Charpy V-

Notch (CVN) testing is the most commonly used method to evaluate the ductile-to-

brittle transition in steels, and the temperature at which this transition occurs is usually

determined. A steel that has been embrittled will show an increase in its transition

temperature and it is natural to use the shift in transition temperature as a measure of

embrittlement. The ductiie-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) is defined as the

temperature where the Charpy V-Notch energy is equal to the mean value of the upper

and lower shelf energies (Dieter, 1988). An alternative parameter, the fracture

appearance transition temperature (FATT) is defined as the temperature where the

fracture surface has 50% ductile and 50% brittle appearance.

Temper embrittlement is a major cause of toughness degradation in rotor steels. An

example of toughness degradation in 2.5 Cr-lMo steel from a hydro-desulphurisation

unit after seven years of service is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Numerous components

otherwise in sound condition become candidates for retirement if they are severely

embrittled. The problem is encountered as a result of exposure of steel in the

temperature range 345-540°C. Tempering, postweld heat treatments, or service

exposure in this range must be avoided. The problem may be overcome by heat treating

above this range followed by rapid quenching (Newhouse and Holtz, 1968).
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Figure 2.1 Effect of long term service (7 years) on the fracture toughness of a
2.5 Cr- 1 Mo steel taken from a hydro-desulphuriser (after Moss and Kelly,

1994).

Unfortunately, in the case of massive components such as rotors, no rate of cooling is

fast enough and some residual embrittlement may be inevitable. Subsequent to heat

treatment exposure of the component during service in the critical range can also lead to

embrittlement (Viswanathan, 1989).

Many pressure equipment components are invariably exposed to the critical

temperature during service and hence embrittlement cannot be avoided. Some examples

include boiler headers, steam pipes, turbine castings, pressure vessels, blades and HP-IP

rotors.
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2.2.1 Effect of Phosphorus and Other Impurity

Elements on Temper Embrittlement

It is well established at this time that the segregation of tramp elements - Sb, P, Sn, and

As - to prior austenite grain boundaries in steel is the principal cause of temper

embrittlement. Until the development of Auger Electron Spectroscope (AES) in the

mid-1960's, no conclusive evidence of such segregation could be obtained. Harris

(1968) and Palmberg and Matcus (1969) were pioneers in demonstrating segregation of

antimony and phosphorus to grain boundaries using the AES technique. Viswanathan

(1971) obtained evidence of the segregation of P to grain boundaries in Ni-Cr steel. A

comparison of the grain-boundary AES from the Ni-Cr steel in the embrittled and non-

embrittled conditions is shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 Auger spectra from the fracture surface of a Ni-Cr steel in the (a)
embrittled and (b) non-embrittled conditions (after Viswanathan, 1989).
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The spectra provide evidence for segregation of P and Sn, Based on these and numerous

subsequent investigations (Abe, 1990; Sevc; 1994; Bulloch, 1999), the following issues

regarding temper embrittlement are now well established (Bruemmer, 1987; Faulkner et

al, 1996):

• Segregation of both impurity elements and alloying elements to selected prior

austenite grain boundaries occurs. The concentrations of the former are much higher,

sometimes approaching 200 to 300 times their bulk concentrations.

• Segregation is usually confined to one or two atomic layers and decays exponentially

away from the grain boundaries (Viswanathan and Joshi, 1975).

• Segregation occurs only in ferrite in the critical region from 315 to 540 °C and not

during austenitising treatments (Smith and Low, 1974).

• Segregation can be reversed at temperatures above the critical range (Bulloch, 1999).

• The extent of segregation is higher in steel with a tempered-martensite structure

compared with a tempered-bainite structure, and also increases with increasing level

of martensite or decreasing tempering temperature (Kim et al, 1998).

• Segregation occurs preferentially and non-uniformly, presumably because of

differences in grain-boundary structure (Viswanathan et al, 1987).

• The complex relationship between molybdenum and phosphorous results in Mo

acting as ab irnpurity element suppressant (Gould, 1968).

Both electronic and elastic misfit interactions of the tramp-element atoms in the host

lattice have been investigated as the driving forces for segregation. (Seah and Hondros,

1973). The theoretically calculated grain-boundary-enrichment ratio is inversely
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proportional to the atomic solubility of the element in the parent lattice (Fig. 2.3).

Based on this research, the predicted tendency for segregation in steel would decrease in

the order Sb, P, Sn, As, Cr. Hondros (1965, 1968) also found that the solubility was

dy
inversely proportional to the term —— in the Gibbs absorption formula

dC

kT dC
(Equation 2.1)

3
IfII
si

yFe-Cr
yFe-Mn
yFe-Ni

Cu-Au 6

Atomic solid solubility

Figure 2.3 Correlation of predicted grain boundary enrichment ratios for various
solutes with the inverse of solid solubility (after Seah and Hondros, 1973).
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where ti is the grain-boundary concentration of the impurity element in excess of the

bulk concentration C,
dy

iis the reduction in grain-boundary energy with the

concentration of the impurity at absolute temperature T, and k is Boltzmann's constant.

This equation states that any solute which lowers y tends to be segregated at equilibrium

(Hondros and McClean, 1968). It was also shown that highly segregated element such

dy
as phosphorous had large values of -TTT- whereas elements such as chromium had much

dy
lower values of-T?T-. Most experimental results to date indicate that the segregation of

phosphorous in steel obeys equilibrium thermodynamics as represented by equation 2.1

and that it can be explained mainly on the basis of the reduction in grain-boundary

energy resulting from segregation.

A reduced grain-boundary energy implies reduced fracture-surface energy, thus

rendering the grain boundaries susceptible to intergranular fracture. Since temper

embrittlement is related to changes at the grain boundaries, it is always manifested as

intergranular fracture (Low, 1964; McMahon, 1964). Tensile strength and ductility

remain essentially unaffected (Kalderon et al., 1972). Although extremely severe

embrittlement can be detected as a reduction in tensile strength and ductility

(Holtzmann, 1996).
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2.2.2 Effect of Molybdenum

Molybdenum has been found to decrease the susceptibility to embrittlement.

Newhouse and Holtz (1968) analysed a large set of data on rotor steels and concluded

that an decrease in the molybdenum content tended to increase the susceptibility to

embrittlement. Comonef al (1968) also concluded that in the range of 0.24 to 1.23 %

molybdenum additions were beneficial.

Qu and McMahon (1983) concluded that molybdenum could act as an effective

scavenger for phosphorus and other embrittling impurities. Few details of the

mechanism of the scavenging effect are available although the widely accepted theory is

that molybdenum is acting as an embrittlement suppressant by having a strong effect on

the solubility of phosphorus in iron. However, the scavenging is lost when molybdenum

is precipitated in carbides as a result of continued tempering during service at elevated

temperatures. The formation of carbides by molybdenum results in the release of

phosphorous which is then free to segregate to grain boundaries (Yu and McMahon,

1980).

2.2.3 Temper embrittlement: Concluding remarks

It is clear that temper embrittlement adversely influences the toughness of the turbine

generating rotors. It results in a decrease of the rotor life under base load and cyclic

operation due to increased risk of brittle fracture, and is one of the major causes of the

early retirement of rotors. It also has a major effect on the operating procedure. To
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keep transient stresses low, stringent controls have to be exercised with respect to the

start-stop procedures. For instance, during each cold start, the rotors are pre-warmed tc

a temperature above the fracture appearance transition temperature (FATT), over a

period of several hours prior to the imposition of full load. The controlled start-up and

shut-down requirements lead to increased capital costs and operational costs for the

plant and decreased flexibility and availability. The temper embrittlement problem and

the consequent degradation of toughness thus have a significant effect on the reliability,

availability, and efficiency of a steam turbine, and its ability to operate under cyclic

loads.

2.3 Steam Turbine Rotors: Fabrication and Service

Experience

2.3.1 Composition and Heat Treatment

Figure 2.4 is a schematic diagram of a HP/IP rotor. The evolution of steel compositions

for high-.emperature rotor applications has been reviewed in the literature. (Timo, et al,

1982). The early use of carbon steels was superseded by Ni-Mo-V steels in the mid-

1940's.

wm.
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Figure 2.4 A schematic of a HP/IP rotor

Witli increasing demands on creep strength a lCr-lMo-0.25V steel was introduced in

the early 1950's and has remained in the industry standard ever since, although a few

higher-alloy steel rotors (12%) have been placed in service (Timo, el al 1982).

Achievement of the desired properties in Cr-Mo-V steel rotors is made possible by

careful control of heat treatment and composition. Examination of continuous cooling

transformation diagram (Fig. 2.5) for Cr-Mo-V steel shows that for the normal range of

a air cooling rates employed for rotors, the predominant transformation product would

be upper bainite. Oil quenching may shift the transformation product increasingly

toward lower bainite, but its is unlikely that the cooling rates needed for formation of

martensite are ever encountered.

In the United States, the usual practice has been to air cool the rotors from the

austenitizing temperature in order to achieve a highly creep-resistant, but somewhat less

tough, upper bainitic microstructure. On the other hand, European manufacturers have

resorted to oil and steam quenclung of rotors from the austenitizing temperature, to

achieve a better compromise between creep strength and toughness (Timo, et al., 1982).
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Figure 2.5 Continuous Cooling Transformation Diagram for Cr-Mo-V steel
(after Werner, 1956).

The final heat treatment of the forging usually consists of austenitizing at about 955°C

followed by tempering in the range 675 to 705°C. The austenitizing and tempering

treatments are chosen so as to achieve the desired strength without sacrificing the

ductility. In general, improvements in creep rupture strength are only achieved at the

expense of the steel's low temperature fracture toughness. The turbine makers in

different countries have adopted differing philosophies with respect to the relative

importance of the two properties and the achievement of their optimum combination

through compositional and heat treatment variations.

The element that contributed most significantly to the strength of Cr-Mo-V steels is

vanadium. The effect of vanadium arises primarily form the formation of a stable and

fine dispersion of V4C3 - type carbides, and the V:C ratio leads to excessive V4C3

precipitation, accompanied by high rupture strength and very low rupture ductility.

Cilk 4
v
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Molybdenum suppresses ferrite formation and promotes bainite formation. It also

contributes to strengthening via solid-solution effects and by precipitation of M02C

Chromium contributes to solution oxidation resistance in steam (Viswanathan, 1975).

Service-exposed FATT was observed to increase with increasing maximum tensile

strength and phosphorous content and to decrease with increasing chromium and

molybdenum content. The higher levels of chromium and molybdenum are thought to

be responsible for the FATT data of the modern European forgings being superior to the

results for the equivalent UK conventional steels by up to around 20° C. The typical

impurity concentrations for Cr-Mo-V steels are shown in Figure 2.6.

I 1 Typical ki<n\ In ?9SOs
t^fr f l^ Typical le*-«| In 19T0s

E x p e c t levels tof 1890s

Figure 2.6 Trends in impurity leveU in Cr-Mo~V steels
(after Viswanathan and jEiffee, 1983).
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2.3.2 Manufacture-induced inhomogeneities and

toughness degradation in-service

During heat treatment, the surface of rotors cools more rapidly than the bore material.

This generally results in a microstructure consisting entirely of upper balnite at the

surface, with increasing ferrite content mixed-in with the bainite as the bore is

approached. Furthermore, during the cooling cycle from tempering, the surface will cool

more rapidly compared to the bore material, resulting in more embrittlement at the bore

than at the surface. Compositional gradients can further exacerbate these effects. The

microstructural variations and the temper embrittlement variations described above

generally result in a FATT which is higher compared to the peripheral surface FATT.

The extent of this variation will obviously depend upon the rotor size, rotor type, the

heat treatment procedure, chemical composition and segregation (Viswanathan and Gehl,

1992).

2.4 Existing Methods for Assessment of Temper

Embrittlement

With the risk of the brittle failure of the rotor, the toughness becomes the most

important design parameter. The following sections provide an overview of the existing

methods for the assessment of toughness of the pressure equipment, both destructive

and non-destructive.
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2.4.1 Conventional Mechanical Testing

Based on the results of extensive research efforts over the last decade, the factors

controlling temper embrittlement and the mechanisms involved are now better

understood (Viswanathan, 1989). With the improved steel making technology available

today, it is possible to control the levels of impurity elements, such as P, S, Sn, As, and

Sb , to a degree where temper embrittlement can be appreciably minimised. However,

for older, higher impurity steel rotors/disks (for instance, of the 1950's vintage) that can

severely embrittle, there is a need to estimate the toughness degradation that has

occurred in order to assess the reliability, remaining life, and future operational

parameters for the rotor.

Full Size Fracture Toughness

A value of adequate toughness in Cr-Mo-V rotors is provided by the ASTM A470 class

specification which limits the FATT to 120°C maximum (Viswanathan and Jaffee,

1983). The fracture mechanics approach assumes that all components contain pre-

existing cracks or crack-like defects (flaws), which then grow in service to reach a critical

size, at which catastrophic failure of the component will occur. In performing the life

analysis of a rotor using the fracture mechanics approach, the main area of concern is the

near-bore region (Viswanathan and Jaffee, 1983). This is due to the fact that the

maximum tangential stress occurs at the bore, and decreases rapidly away from the bore,

as shown in Figure 2.7.

I'd
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Figure 2.7 Radial varition of stress in HP/IP rotor ( after Cook et ai, 1978).

The most important material parameter in assessing rotor integrity is the fracture

toughness, which is expressed in terms of plain strain fracture toughness Kjc, or stress-

strain fracture toughness Jic. The definition and methods of determining Kic are set out

in ASTM test procedure E 399. The value of KIc at the location of the highest stress

and at that temperature where the transient stresses peak, determines the critical crack-

size (Viswanathan and Foulds 1994). Variations in temperature, stress, and material

inhomogeneity along and across the rotor dictate that the critical size value, ac, for the

rotor should be computed for the worst combination of these variables. This is done by

using the lower scatterband values of Kjc as shown in Figure 2.8.

The plain strain fracture toughness Kic can then be used directly to determine whether

or not catastrophic fracture will occur from a defect of known size in a structure under

load. Fracture will occur if relationship of the following type is satisfied:
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K
lc

Equation 2.2

where Q is a geometric factor, a is stress, and a is crack length.

Another approach has been developed, involving the J integral method, by means of a

specimen loaded in the elastic-plastic regime (ASTM 813). The JIC criterion as

introduced and developed by Begley and Landes (1972), is based largely on the path-

independent J-integral proposed by Rice (1968).

This criterion attempts to characterise the elastic-plastic field. Begley and Landes have

checked that the initial vale of Jic measured with a small specimen at the maximum load,

or more accurately at the onset of slow-crack growth is in good agreement with the

fracture toughness KiC measured with a large specimen. (Marandet and Sanz, 1977).

EKCOSS temperature, °C

-100 -0 100 200

Turbine rotor
and wheel

-200 0 200

Excess temperature. ° F

400

Figure 2.8 Correlation of Klc values with excess temperature for rotor and disk steels,
defined as the temperature of interest minus the FATT at that temperature.
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In the temperature range where fracture occurs suddenly by cleavage, the results

obtained by different authors (Begley and Landes, 1977; Marandet and Sanz, 1977)

make it clear that there is a satisfactory agreement between Kic values determined under

the conditions required by the ASTM 399 and Kjc values derived from J[C according to

the following relationship:

Equation 2.3

where E is the elastic modulus and 1) is the Poisson's ratio. Marandet and Sanz (1977)

undertook a systematic investigation on the effect of specimen size on Jlc fracture

toughness, as applied to rotor steels, and proved this approach to be competitive with

the Klc approach. Small specimen Jlc testing requires much smaller test pieces than

comparable Kic test pieces.

Charpy V-Notch Testing

B>
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Figure 2.9 Charpy V-Notch Testing Transition Curve
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Charpy V-Notch (CVN) testing is the most basic method for the assessment of the

ductile-to-brittle transition for pressure equipment steelsSeveral transition temperatures

can be derived from this test and these can be then used as criteria to assess the degree

of embrittlement. Some researchers employ the approach of a fixed energy value (e.g.

20 J) transition temperature (Yu and McMahon, Jr., 1981). Others use a Ductile-to-

Brittle Transition Temperature (DBTT) defined as a temperature value corresponding

to a mean value between upper and lower energy shelves (Abe, ei • ••j., 1987).

Temper embrittlement susceptibility is often assessed by measuring the shift in the 50

% Charpy fracture appearance transition temperature (A 50% FATT) between a non-

embrittled and a potentially embrittled condition, as shown in Figure 2.9. Strong

justification for the use of a single Charpy specimen can be found in the early work of

Newhouse (1963), who found that the FATT of the steels could be estimated from the

percentage of fibrosity or impact of a single specimen tested at a given temperature. In

study by Yu and McMahon Jr., 1983, the temper embrittlement behaviour of two

retired rotors (Buck and Joppa) and one failed rotor (Gallatin) was assessed using the

Charpy tests and an FATT approach. The results indicated an FATT of >150°C.

Comparisons between a service-exposed material condition and a potentially non-

embrittled material are made on the ba;is of FATT (Viswanathan and Bruemmer, 1985;

Viswanathan, 1991; Viswanathan and Gehl, 1991; Bulloch, 1993). Charpy impact

testing and a derived FATT are often employed to examine the remaining life

assessment by assessing the variation of FATT/DBTT with service exposure time

(Viswanathan and Gehl, 1991; Yu and McMahon, Jr., 1983). FATT is also a parameter
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that is used to evaluate the kinetics of phosphorous segregation on the grain boundaries

(Viswanathan and Jaffe, 1983; Swaminathan et al, 1994) and to investigate the effect of

operating temperature on hardness, grain size and full size fracture toughness; K|C or J[C

(Swaminathan, etal, 1994\ Viswanathan, 1991; Holtzman et al, 1996).

Small Punch Testing

Small punch test is a miniaturised specimen technique that allows the use of

considerably less material than full size fracture toughness and Charpy testing. Small

punch specimen technology has evolved out of necessity for a small volume of material

to evaluate the effects of irradiation on materials properties (Corwin and Lucas, 1986).

A comprehensive study by Baik et al, 1983 represents one of the earliest attempts to

correlate the results from small punch testing with FATT. Following these findings

several Japanese researchers began a systematic study to improve the small punch

technique for the purpose of assessing the mechanical properties (Mao et al, 1987;

Takahashie/fl/.,1988).

In the small punch test, a finished small punch specimen is placed between the punch

guide and die (Viswanathan, 1**94). A hemispherical punch is advanced upward through

the guide to deform the specimen against the receiving die, in a mechanical testing

machine. The punch displacement rate is controlled during the test. A load vs

displacement curve is thus developed, the area under which denotes the energy absorbed

during the test.
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By conducting tests at different temperatures, a curve of absorbed energy vs

temperature can be developed which is very similar in shape to that of a Charpy energy

vs temperature curve, with the difference that the small punch test curve is shifted

laterally to lower temperatures along the temperature axis compared to the Charpy

curve (Viswanathan and Gehl, 1992). The midpoint of the energy curve can be used to

define a ductile to brittle transition temperature, Tsp. Each value is thickness corrected

to normalise results to 0.5 mm thickness as there is a degree of thickness variability

between the specimens.

Various aspects of small punch test were summarised by Lucas in 1990 review for

irradiation testing. An example of transition behaviour exhibited in a small punch test is

shown in Fig. 2.10.

There has been considerable debate over recent years on the subject of the destructive or

non-destructive nature of the small punch test. Supporters of the small punch test

being non-destructive associate this with the fact that only small amounts of material are

required for the small punch tests. Nevertheless, the small punch test involves removal

of material from the component, and this supports the "destructive nature" of the test.
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Figure 2.10 Examples of transition behaviour characterised by small punch test tests

(after Lucas, 1990).

The development and subsequent application of miniature sample removal SSam™

(Mercaldi, 1989) to a fossil power plant component in service facilitated a new era in a

small punch test exploration. The collated experience led to a design of a small punch

test device (Foulds and Jewett, 1991; Foulds et al., 1991' capable of removing the

amount of material sufficient for small punch testing and obtaining a transition curve.

Correlation Between Destructive Methods

The amounts of material available for full size fracture toughness and Charpy V-Notch

testing are often limited. This motivated researchers to develop correlations between

various mechanical tests in order to simplify the assessment of toughness and the

remaining life. Early on correlations that were developed focused on Charpy tests.

Jones (1972) reported a relationship correlating FATT and Kic values in the lower

bound region. Rolfe-Novak (1970) and Iwadate et al., (1977) developed correlations
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that applied in the upper-shelf region. Viswanathan (1989) summarised correlation

approaches applicable to the lower-shelf, upper-shelf and transition region.

Fculds et al (1991) have successfully applied the small punch test procedure to

determine the Tsp for 12 retired rotor samples. The Tsp values obtained correlated well

with the Charpy FATT values as shown in Figure 2.11. Foulds and Viswanathan have

proposed that the following factors are important in relating the results of these

approaches:

if
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Figure 2.11: Plot of standard Charpy FATT versus small punch TSP for
Cr-Mo-V material tested showing the scatter band for the data analysed

(after Viswanathan and Gehl, 1992).
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• while the transition temperature from a series of small punch tests is observed to be

significantly lower than the FATT, there is a material specific correlation between

T and FATT that can be empirically established;
o*

experimental data indicate that fracture energy-based results are best obtained with

the hemispherical punch head, as compared to earlier experiments with specimens

having different geometries (Foulds et al. ,1991);

the correlation procedure is based largely on the size of the database used to derive

such a correlation.
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For Cr-Mo-V rotor steels, the linear regression applied to a database compiled from 17

rotors of grades C and D produced the following mean or best-estimate FATT:

FATT (°C) = 457.61 + 2.536 T_p (°C)
SP

Equation. 2.4

This correlation method has been successfully applied to components in service

(Viswanathan and Foulds, 1994).

Charpy V-Notch testing is the most commonly used method to evaluate the ductile-to-

brittle transition in steels through FATT. Moreover, many older generation engineers

are still familiar with only the impact-transition curve approach. However, the most

important material parameter in assessing rotor integrity is the fracture toughness,

which is expressed in terms of plane strain fracture toughness Kic, or stress-strain

fracture toughness JIc. Furthermore, there is a large body of FATT data available to

equipment manufacturers for the components manufactured in the past for which there

was no Kic data generated.

A large body of Charpy V-Notch impact-test data is already available because the

Charpy impact transition curve has been the most common basis for specifying

toughness, and correlations between Charpy V-Notch testing and KIc have been

extensively reviewed in the literature. In this work only selective correlation

approaches were examined with the emphasis on possible implication of such

correlations in further miniaturisation such as small punch testing (SPT).
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Mao et al (1991) developed a testing procedure to estimate both Kjc and Jlc fracture

toughness using small punch tests. They used ductile steels and brittle ceramics to

assess Jic and Kic respectively. Their research yielded a derivation of quantitative

relationships between small punch test results and K\c and JJc. This would seem to

have limited applicability here although the approach is further proof of the validation

of cross-correlation.

2.4.2 Non-Destructive Methods

In recent years, a variety of non-destructive and relatively non-destructive techniques

for determining FATT have been explored with varying degrees of success. Some of the

more promising tecliniques are listed in Table 2.2 and are reviewed with respect to their

advantages and limitations by Viswanathan and Foulds (1994). The majority of the

FATT determination techniques listed in Table 2.2 have been explored for application

to temper-embrittled Cr-Mo-V and Ni-Cr-Mo-V rotor steels. The methods include the

bulk chemistry-based P method (Viswanathan and Gehl, 1991), the bulk chemistry-

based regression correlations method (Kaplan, et al, 1991), the grain boundary

evolution-based etching method (Viswanathan et al; 1988; Kadoya et al, 1991), and the

electrochemical method (Tanemura et al, 1988). The chemistry-based method, the

etching method, and the electrochemical method have the advantage that they can be

applied in a truly nondestructive manner (without any sample removal). However,

these fully nondestnictive methods of toughness determination are indirect and can lead

to excessively conservative estimates of FATT. In such cases, miniature removal of the

material is desirable.
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Table 2.2 Non-Destructive Techniques (after Viswanathan and Foulds, 1994)

Technique

Composition
based
correlation

Bulk P content

Picric Acid
Etch

Electrochemical
etch

Prediction Method .

Regression equation
correlating
composition, grain
size, strength and
exposure time with
FATT

Linear correlation
between bulk P
content and the
maximum FATT
anticipated in service

Correlation between
the maximum change
in FATT anticipated
in service and grain
boundary etch depth

Correlation between
the AFATT/pre-
service FATT ratio
and the polarisation
behaviour as
influenced by grain
boundary
repassivation

Prediction
Scatter

±19°C in
FATT

±28°C in
FATT

±14°C in
AFATT

± 0.25 °C in
AFATT/pre-
service
FATT at
low levels of
polarization

Advantage

• Relatively
narrow scatter

• May not
require
sampling

• Inexpensive
to implement

• Relatively
narrow scatter

• May not
require
sampling

• Inexpensive
to implement

• Requires very
little material

• Could be
developed for
in-situ
application

• Requires very
little material

• Could be
developed for
in-situ
application

Limitations

• Indirect, non-
mechanical test

• Correlation
onlyfor318°C,
and371°C
exposure

• Indirect, non-
mechanical test

• Applied inly to
Cr-Mo-V steels

• P measurement
scatter

• P variation in
rotor

• Predicts
maximum
FATT only

• Indirect non-
mechanical test

• Requires
material
sampling

• Significant
scatter in
measurement of
etch depth

• Predicts
maximum
AFATT only

• Significant
scatter in
measurement of
polarization
behaviour

• AFATT
prediction
requires
knowledge of
pre-service
FATT
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Composition Based Correlation

Several compositional correlations have been suggested for Ni-Cr-Mo-V steels, but the

body of data pertaining to Cr-Mo-V steels is much more limited. A combined

compositional parameter known as the J factor, equal to (P+Sn)*(Mn+Si), has been

found to correlate well with embrittlement susceptibility (Viswanathan and Gehl, 1991).

A relationship between the post-service FATT is shown in Fig. 2.12.

700 r -

0 100 200 300 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Figure 2.12 Variation of post service FATT (corrected for temperature and
location) with the J-factor for Cr-Mo-V rotors (after Viswanathan and Gehl,

1991)
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Microstrucutral Methods

Auger Electron Spectroscopy

Since temper embrittlement is caused by the segregation of certain impurity and

alloying-element species to grain boundaries, considerable effort has been focussed on

the quantitative analysis of the grain-boundary composition, which then can be related

to the AFATT. Auger analysis of three retired rotors has provided clear evidence of

segregation of both phosphorous and tin. A correlation between phosphorous

segregation and the AFATT was observed, as shown in Figure 2.13. This relationship

could be used to estimate FATT for in service rotors based on Auger analysis of small

samples. However, the method's deficiencies include a large experimental error,

difficulties associated with the location of the analyses (ie the determination of the prior

austenite grain boundaries) and the complicated nature of the technique.

P Peak Height Ratio
(P/Fe)

Figure 2.13 Correlation of AFATT with phosphorous segregation, based
on Auger analysis, for Cr-Mo-V steel (after Viswanathan, 1989).
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' Chemical Etching

Segregated phosphorous at the grain boundaries of rotor steels may be detected by

etching with a saturated aqueous solution of picric acid (Viswanathan and Bruemmer,

1985). Specimens having a greater value of AFATT were consistently more heavily

etched. Figure 2.14 shows a relationship obtained between AFATT and the ratio of

grain sizes D0/Da, where Do is the prior austenite grain size revealed by Nital etching,

and Da is the notional grain size revealed by picric acid etching.

;•.' i

Carbides morphology and distribution

Microstructural characterisation is a promising technique for assessment of temper

embrittlement. However, the complexity of the interaction between the fine (nano)

scale microstructural processes makes quantification of microscopy and microanalysis

data difficult. A method for assessing the degree of temper embrittlement, recently

developed by Moss and Kelly (1994), and based on earlier work by Stevens et al.

(1985, 1986), andNishizaka et al (1985) involves a microscopical characterisation of

the type and distribution of carbides together with an analysis of precipitates following

their extraction form the steel alloy.

:i($ k
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100

CrMoV rotor steel
CrMo steel
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0.5 , 1.0
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Figure 2.14 Relationship between grain size ratio (Do/Da) and AFATT (after
ViswMiathan and Bruemmer, 1985).

Following identification of the carbides types using ATEM, X-ray analysis of

precipitates extracted from a known volume was performed, so as to determine the

relative carbide proportion and the total mass fraction of carbide. This can be used to

back calculate the amount of (e.g.) Mo remaining in solution in the matrix. This allows

an estimate of the potential scavenging effect for P and, together with other

microstructural parameters, can indicate the susceptibility to temper embrittlement.

Mitchell and Moss (1998) examined seven turbine generating rotors, including in-service

and retired units. They reported an increase of hardness that was possibly due to

carbide-induced loss of Mo in solid solution.

•mtomMt
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Time/Kh
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Figure 2.15. Change in average carbide compositions as a function of service exposure
(after Mitchell and Moss, 1998).

Composition and morphology of MC, M2C and M3C carbides were investigated and

were found to vary with exposure time. Figure 2.15 shows a change in average carbide

compositions as a function of service exposure time.

Atom Probe Field Ion Microscopy (APFIM)

The introduction of APFIM during recent years has motivated an exploration of the

effects of phosphorous and molybdenum on temper embrittlement. It allows for

examination of the mechanisms and kinetics of segregation at the atomic level. Miller et

al. (1995) performed a characterisation study of three Russian pressure vessel steels.

High P levels were found at the lath boundaries and it was found to be confined to an

extremely narrow region indicative of monolayer segregation. Their results also

indicated that the P coverage in the three unradiated steels were similar and the

phosphorus coverage increased by a factor of 2 after neutron-irradiation.
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Figure 2.16 Field ion micrograph of a decorated lath boundary in a neutron-irradiated
Weld 28 steel (after Miller et a/, 1995).

Figure 2.16 illustrates the lath boundaries that were found to be decorated with Mo

carbohydrates and significant enrichments of phosphorus.

Miller et al. (2000) also reported a successfiil attempt of investigating the mechanisms

that produce embrittlement in low copper materials used in reactor pressure vessels.

J,svl
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2.6 Aims and Objectives of the Project

The following factors seem to contribute to contemporary relevance of the problem of

temper embrittlement:

• rotor age and vintage

• cyclic operation

• trends of increased privatisation

• the need to assess and possibly extend the design life

There has been extensive research performed on the structural integrity assessment of

pressure equipment over the past three decades (Rice, 1968; Viswanathan, 1989). The

findings provide invaluable knowledge of the approach to the remaining life analysis of

power generation equipment. However, these efforts have been concentrated on the

compilation of data based on the large range of pressure equipment, using in the

majority of cases destructive mechanical testing.

Further to this, in most research investigations the test samples had been removed at a

variety of locations with different exposure temperatures (Viswanathan and Gehl,

1991). Only in selected rotors had the effect of temperature on embrittlement been

assessed by testing samples extracted at various locations along the rotor. The most

complete data sets excluding the present research had been reported for the US Buck

rotor and the Riverbend 6 rotor (Viswanathan, 1989). The present study appears to be

the only complete set of impact and microstructural data collected for a single

Australian retired rotor.
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In this work, the main emphasis is placed on the miniaturisation or semi non-destructive

technique of the testing specimens necessary for a successful remaining life estimation.

It is proposed to unite the results from tliree kinds of mechanical testing and develop a

three-way or triangular correlation. Such correlation would ultimately allow operators

to conduct an on-site fracture toughness estimation and not be limited by the ASTM

material requirements.

Scavenging of phosphorus and the variation of microchemical information of the

precipitates between rotor stages also warrant further exploration. The microstructural

information would permit assessing the kinetics of embrittlemenl as well as serving as

complementary to mechanical testing correlations.

Small Punch
Testing

Charpy V-Notc
Testing

Figure 2.17 Triangular Mechanical Testing Correlations
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More specifically the aims of this thesis are:

• the study and comparison of the results of the mechanical testing and

microstructural analysis for a single HP/IP retired rotor for material taken from

various locations of the retired rotor over a range of operating temperatures,

• the measurement of fracture toughness (Kic) and small punch test (SPT) data to

correlate the results of the different kinds of mechanical testing,

• the derivation of new correlations, which quantify these relationship between full

scale fracture toughness (K|C) test results and miniaturised SPT and Charpy tests for

the entire range of service conditions,

• correlation of the mechanical test results for a single HP/IP rotor (full size and

miniature size) with the results from a microstructural analysis, using analytical

scanning and transmission electron microscopy,

• analysis of the Mo and P concentration in the matrix using selected 3DAP/FIM

experiments and thus qualitative assessment of the kinetics of embrittlement.

iu\
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Chapter 3: Experimental

Methods and Techniques

The following chapter describes the material acquisition, techniques and

methods employed for testing and examination

1

•;i
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3.1 Cr-Mo-V Steel Rotor Components

The material investigated in this study was an ex-service Cr-Mo-V HP-IP turbine rotor

steel. A detailed chemical composition of the rotor determined spectrographically is

provided in Table 3.1. This rotor steel is typical of many rotors which remain in use.

The retired HP-IP rotor had 8 high-pressure stages and 4 reaction stages, and was

retired after 136,000 h of elapsed operation.

Eight stages (rotor disks) were available for the present work; designated stages 1

(hottest), 3,4,5,6,7,8, and 12 (coldest). Table 3.2 contains a list of approximate

operating temperatures. These were calculated by Pacific Power Intl. using a Finite

Element Method. Fig. 3.1 demonstrates the-FEM rotor model and presents calculated

temperatures.

Sectioning of a rotor stage is shown in Fig. 3.2. As suggested in the Fig. 3.2, quarters

of the rims from each of the eight stages were machined so as to provide CVN

specimens from the radial orientation in the service-exposed condition. This allowed for

screening of the stages to determine the most embrittled stage.

Blocks were also cut out of the cores of stages 1, 3 and 12 so as to provide specimens

for full size and sub-size Charpy V-Notch (CVN) tests, full size Kic fracture toughness

tests, tensile tests, and small punch tests (SPT). Appendix A details the cut-up plan for

Stages 1,3 and 12. The radial notch orientation was consistent throughout the cut-up of

the rotor.
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Table 3.1 Rotor Chemical Composition

Element

Cr

Mo

V

c

Mn

Si

P

S

Cu

Ni

Nb

Ti

Al

B

N

Sn

Sb

As

Composition of each of the stages locations

Stage 1

Core

1.19

0.82

0.22

0.30

0.58

0.28

0.014

0.013

0.17

0.32

<0.01

<0.01

0.01

O.0005

0.02

0.017

<0.005

0.035

Rim

1.24

0.83

0.23

0.29

0.65

0.31

0.013

0.013

0.16

0.31

<0.01

<0.01

0.01

<0.0005

0.03

0.017

O.005

0.035

Stage 3

Core

1.22

0.86

0.22

0.31

0.48

0.22

0.014

0.012

0.2

0.31

<0.01

<0.01

<0.005

<0.0005

0.03

0.020

<0.005

0.036

Rim

1.23

0.84

0.23

0.3

0.66

0.31

0.013

0.012

0.16

0.31

<0.01

<0.01

0.01

<0.0005

0.03

0.020

<0.005

0.035

Stagel2

Core

1.23

0.84

0.23

0.29

0.64

0.30

0.013

0.013

0.15

0.31

<0.01

<0.01

0.01

O.0005

0.02

0.021

<0.005

0.036

Rim

1.21

0.83

0.23

0.28

0.63

0.30

0.013

0.014

0.15

0.31

<0.01

<0.01

0.01

<0.0005

0.02

0.021

O.005

0.035
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Figure 3.3 Temperature distribution between rotor stages (a) stage ],
( b) stage 3 and (c) stage 12
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Figure 3.2 Sectioning of a rotor stage.

Table 3.2 Service Temperatures

Stage

1

4

5

6

7

8

12

Operating Temperature (°C)

565

505

480

470

440

420

400

200
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3.2 Heat Treatments

Work on the rotor steel was designed around the following sample set:

• As-received (service exposed) condition,

• De-embrittled (using a standard de-embrittling heat treatment, as introduced by

Low, (1964)),

• Re-embrittled (using a Gould heat treatment cycle, Gould et al (1968)).

De-embrittling heat treatment

In order to identify the degree of embrittlement one of the blocks for each mechanical

test was subjected to a de-embrittling heat-treatment, consisting of tempering at 600°C

for 2 hours followed by water quench. This treatment was introduced by Low (1968)

and is known to remove all temper embrittlement inclined during rotor service life so as

to indicate the non-embrittled FATT for a given composition and microstmcture.

Re-embrittling heat treatment

To evaluate the susceptibility of embrittlement, blocks cut from the core of stages 1, 3

and 12, were subjected to accelerated step-cooling procedure, known as a Gould

thermal cycle (Gould, 1968). This treatment has been devised to induce a greater

amount of embrittlement than any isothermal exposure of equivalent time. These heat

treatments were designed to combine the favourable kinetics of embrittlement at high

temperatures with the favourable thermodynamics of segregation at lower temperatures.

The step-cooling procedure that was employed is shown in Fig. 3.3.
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594 °C

538 °C

524 °C

24 h

496 °C

60 h

0) 0) 0) (2)

Figure 3.3: Step-cooling cycle

3.3 Mechanical Testing

Cooling rates:
5.6 ° C/h
2.8 ° C/h
27.8 ° C/h

468 °C

100 h

313 °C

Table 3.3 summarises the mechanical tests and the respective objectives of each test.

Table 3.3 Objectives of Mechanical Tests

Mechanical Test

Charpy V-Notch

Tensile

Kic

Small Punch Test

Objective

to obtain the basic FATT

to obtain the basic tensile properties,

necessary for Kjc and fracture toughness tests

to obtain a value of Kic and correlate it with

FATT

to obtain a Small Punch Transition

Temperature (SPTT), and then correlate it

with the value, derived form Charpy tests and

Kic values.
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3.3.1 Charpy V-Notch Testing

The CVN testing was conducted in accordance with the ASTM E23-96, "Standard Test

Methods for Notched Bar Impact Testing of Metallic Materials". The samples from

two localities of the rotor were available: rim and core. Where tests were conducted at

other than room temperature, the temperature of the specimen was controlled by

immersion in a bath of silicone oil at the required temperature. Impact energies were

measured in Joules. The percent of crystallinity of each specimen was estimated

visually by examination under an optical microscope.

Two sample sizes were tested: standard full size and sub-size. Appendix B illustrates

the dimensions and notch geometry of full and sub size Charpy specimens.

The percentage of crystallinity was determined in Charpy V-Notch tests with the aide of

the stereomicroscope equipped with a grid-eyepiece. Comparison to other available

methods, eg image analysis techniques, has proven the advantage of this method.

3.3.2 Tensile Testing

Tensile tests were conducted at room temperature in accordance with ASTM A 370-96,

"Determination of Tensile Properties", using an INSTRON 4505 mechanical testing

machine using a cross-head speed of 2.5 mm/min. Details of the tensile specimen

geometry used are given in the Appendix B.
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Elevated Temperature Tensile Testing

Tests at temperatures of 100-160 ' 0 were conducted on an INSTRON testing machine

equipped with an environmental chamber using cross-head speeds of 0.375-1 mm/min.

Tests at temperatures of 180-280 °C were carried out on Schenck Universal Testing

Machine equipped with high-temperature environmental chamber.

3.3.3 Small Punch Testing

The samples used in this test came from a broken full size Charpy sample and were

oriented so that the fracture plane was the same as for the Charpy specimen, Fig. 3.4.

Eighteen samples were cut flat and then prepared metallographically to ensure removal

of any surface defects, scratches or deformation from the cutting process. Samples were

stored in a desiccator to avoid corrosion. When mounting the samples in the testing rig,

care was taken not to induce any plastic defonnation in the sample due to small size of

the samples.

The small punch tests were conducted according to ANSTO QA procedures (Croker,

1998) in light of the fact that there is no recognised standard for the small punch test.

However, tests are based broadly on the methods proposed by JAERI (Takahashi, 1988)

which have also been used by Foulds et al,1994. These methods dictate punch and die

geometry and loading rates. For the samples tested at a temperature other that room

temperature the test was conducted in an insulated environmental chamber which was

cooled with liquid nitrogen to achieve the temperature desired. The vessel has a

temperature controller system aid was fan forced so that a constant temperature within

+/- 2°C of the nominated temperature is achieved throughout the chamber. Once the

system had reached the required temperature it was held at this temperature for at least
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7 Load cell

Environmental chamber

d = 10 mm

t= 0.5mm

Figure 3.3 Schematic of small punch test setup (after Croker ,1998)

half an hour to equilibrate prior to commencing the test. Tests at -196°C were

performed by immersion in a liquid nitrogen vessel fitted to the testing machine.

The crosshead speed was set to 0.2 mm per minute and load and displacement were

monitored electronically by a personal computer (PC) via a General Purpose Interface

Bus (GPIB) interface. The small punch testing rig and specimen geometry is shown in

Fig. 3.4. Figure 3.5 shows a SPT jig and illustrates a liquid nitrogen run.

Figure 3.5 SPT jig (right) and SPT at -196 °C.
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The small punch energy corresponds to the area under the curve of the load versus

displacement graph up to the point of maximum load. The area under the curve was

calculated from the electronic data using a simple spreadsheet and then thickness

corrected to normalise all results to 0.5 mm thickness. The thickness corrected energy

values used to plot the curve which are used to determine the Small Punch Transition

Temperature, SPTT.

3.3,4 K]C Fracture toughness Testing

The Kic tests were performed in accordance with the ASTM E3 99-90 for the three-point

bend single specimen technique. Three-point bend specimen dimensions and notch

geometry are given in Appendix B. Fatigue loads were determined according to the

equations given in ASTM 399-90 and are also presented in the Appendix C together

with the photographs of various stages of Kic determination and the outline of the

procedure involved.
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3.4 Microscopy and Microanalysis

3,4.1 Optical Metallography

Samples for optical microscopy were hot mounted in bakelite, polished to a 1 urn finish

and etched using 2% Nital (HNO3). Light etching was carried out in 2 sec steps,

totalling 15-20 sec, to progressively assess etch severity.

Colour etching was performed using a solution of (4% HNO3 +

saturated Na2S2O3). In this technique, selection of the temperature of etchants, etching

time and temperature, and the humidity of the air used to dry the specimens are

important factors in the attainment of a satisfactory delineation of different phases.

3.4.2 Electron Metallography

Discs of diameter 3 mm were machined and abraded to a thickness of ~40 urn and then

thinned down in a Tenupol twin-jet eletropolishing unit using a solution of 5%

perchloric acid in methanol. Electropolishing was carried out with an electrolyte

temperature of-20 °C and an open circuit, voltage of 30 V. Carbon extraction replicas

were prepared for each stage using standard techniques1

Thin foils and carbon extraction replicas were examined in a Philips CM20 ATEM

operating at 200 kV in scanning nanoprobe mode, with an Oxford Instruments ultra-

thin-window energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) detector, (Pentafet TG

6412 system) integrated with a Moran Scientific X-ray mapping package. Analytical

parameters were held constant throughout the analyses with the probe size < 5 run. The

microanalytical data was processed using the Cliff-Lorimer equation; since approximate
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K-factors were used, it is difficult to assess the error in the precipitate compositions

reported here, however, they are thought to be within 5-10%. Moreover, the systematic

nature of the acquisitions makes the present data set sensitive to trends and variations

between samples.

3.4.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy andMicroanalysis

JEOL JSM 840-A analytical electron microscope, operating at 20kV fitted with an EDX

system was used to examine the fracture surfaces. A JEOL high resolution electron

microscope, operating at 15kV with the probe current of 10"11 A was used to examine

polished and lightly etched sections.

Image analysis techniques were employed when calculating volume fractions of the

precipitates. High resolution secondary electron images were scanned and analysed

using the thresholding operation in the NIH Image v.1.62 image analysis software

package.

3.4.4 APFIM

In the APFIM the specimen is in the form of a sharp tip. A positive potential is applied

to the tip such that a very large electric field is present at the tip. The ambient gas

surrounding the tip is usually Helium or Neon at a pressure of 1-3 x 10 to the minus 3

millibar. The gas atoms move towards the tip and strike it. The gas atoms may strike

the surface many times, before an electron from the gas atom tunnels into the metal tip

leaving the gas atom positively ionised. The gas atom is then accelerated away from the

tip where it strikes a fluorescent screen. The net effect of many gas atoms is to create a

pattern on the fluorescent screen showing spots of light which correspond to individual
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atoms on the tip surface. The technique was invented by Erwin Miiller in 1951. The

atom probe is a related technique whereby a sudden voltage pulse is applied to the tip.

This causes atoms on the surface of the tip to be ejected. The atoms travel down a drift

tube where their time of arrival can be measured. The time taken for the atom to arrive

at the detector is a measure ofthe mass of that atom. Thus compositional analysis of the

sample can be carried out on a layer by layer basis (Miller, 2000A).

Samples for APFIM analysis were electropolished first in 25 % perchloric acid in acetic

acid with a DC voltage of 5-10 V. Specimens were then observed under an optical

microscope to examine the shape of the tip, and its suitability for APFIM analysis,

magnification X50. If the tip was found not suitable for the analysis, tips were further

sharpened in a solution of 5 % perchloric acid in 2-butoxyethanol using a DC voltage of

-10 V.

The 3DAP instrument consisted of a field ion microscope equipped with a CAMECA

tomographic atom probe detection system. The sample tips were loaded into the

specimen chamber and cooled to approximately 25K. Once the oxide layer was

removed from the tip by field evaporation, a He field ion image was obtained. The tip

was orientated to perform 3D atom probe analysis near the {111 }apole, the He gas shut

off and data collected at a temperature of 25 K with a voltage - jlse fraction of 20 % in

an ultra high vacuum of ~1 x 10"10 mbar. The data was visualised with the

KINDBRISK SDV 3DAP data analysis software, a module of the Advanced

Visualisation System (AVS), run on a Silicon Graphics Octane work station.
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Chapter 4: Effect of

Miniaturisation on the

Impact Properties of

Service-Exposed Material

The following chapter presents the initial impact results and summarises

the relationship between standard and sub-size CVN specimens
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4*1 Introduction

An assessment of the impact strength and fracture toughness of operating pressure

equipment in the power generation and petro-refining industries is notoriously difficult

due to difficulties in excising sample material in a non-destructive and/or non-

disruptive way. Nevertheless, this remains an important field of scientific and

technological study because of the ongoing need to extend the life of pressure

equipment and assess structural integrity so as to deduce the implications of run, repair

or replacement decisions. For these reasons, the use of miniaturised sampling and

mechanical testing has received increased attention over the last decade (ASTM E23-

96; Abe et al, 1987; Alexander and Klueh, 1991). Charpy V-Notch (CVN) impact

testing has received particular attention because of the high strain rates and complex

stress states that the test involves. Moreover, CVN impact testing is a rapid, relatively

inexpensive and simple procedure that provides a qualitative measure of toughness.

More recently, efforts have been initiated to develop test techniques and correlations

that extract fundamental fracture toughness information from small volume specimens

(Abe et al, 1987; Alexander and Klueh, 1991; Lucas et al, 1986; Corwin and Hougland,

1986). Given the requirements for the further miniaturisation of samples, the use of

sub-size CVN specimens is of increasing significance.

Whilst ASTM E23-96 specifies the standard full-size dimensions of the CVN impact

test specimen to be 10x10x50 mm, the standard also provides a variety of dimensions

for sub-sized specimens. It does not, however, describe a general correlation method

between the impact energy values obtained with specimens of different size.

Furthermore, it does not exclude possible material-specific correlations between full-

size and sub-size CVN specimens, although it is well established that smaller specimens
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exhibit behaviour which is qualitatively similar to the full-size specimens (Abe et

a/,1987; Alexander paid Klueh, 1991). At higher test temperatures, ductile modes of

fracture occur and the energy absorbed tends toward an upper-shelf energy (USE) level.

As the test temperature is decreased, a brittle mode of fracture predominates, with an

accompanying reduction in the energy absorbed, tending towards a lower-shelf energy

(LSE). Therefore, sub-size specimens show a ductile-to-brittle transition similar to that

observed for full-size specimens (Alexander and Klueh, 1991). However, due to the

reduction in both the specimen area and volume undergoing fracture, the stresses and

strains vary with specimen size, and so the transition in fracture mode occurs at

different temperatures (Abe et a/,1987). This makes the comparison and correlation of

the data generated with various specimen geometries difficult. In addition, the sub-size

specimen geometries have not been standardised, with different researchers using

different notch geometries for specimens having the same nominal dimensions

(Alexander and Klueh, 1991).

In qualitatively assessing the degree of temper embrittlement, the use of CVN impact

testing is almost universal, and there is an increasing tendency to use this data to

estimate fracture toughness. This, together with the need to minimise the disruption and

destruction of the equipment in acquiring samples, brings about a need for a detailed

understanding not only of the effect of specimen size on FATT, but also of the effect of

the degree of embrittlement itself. The following chapter attempts to assess

quantitatively both of these questions in ar c ^-service rotor steel. In this part of the

research, we have tested and examined both sub and full-size CVN samples from

selected stages of the rotor, which had been exposed to varying degrees of in-service

embrittlement.

*\.
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TABLE 4.1. Vickers hardness and FATT values for the alloys studied

Stage

Hardness

(VHN)

Core

246

12

Rim

229

Core

216

3

Rim

212

Core

221

1

-
Rim

212

4.2 Mechanical Testing

4.2.1 Hardness Measurements

The result of hardness testing is summarised in Table 4.1.A slight but significant

difference in Vickers hardness was also apparent, with the hardness of stage 12

exceeding the other stages and the core of each stage exceeding that of the rim,

particularly for stage 12.

4.2.2 Charpy V-Notch Testing and Screening Procedures

Figures 4.1 (a-e) are plots of energy and crystallinity for standard full-size CVN

specimens taken from rotor stages 1, 3, 4, 5, and 12, and include results from the

corresponding sub-size specimens. A comparison between the two specimen sizes

indicates that the sub-size specimens exhibit qualitatively similar behaviour to the

standard full-size specimens, although the USE levels and FATTs are reduced.
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Figure 4.1 CVN Screening results for the rotor for full (left) and sub-size (right) specimens
(a) stage 1, (b) stage 3, (c) stage 4, (d) stage 5 and (e) stage 12
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Table 4.2 summarises the estimated operating temperatures for the three rotor stages

and FATTs for both full and sub-size specimens. Figure 4,2 reveals the effect of

operating temperature on the change in FATT between full and sub-sized specimens

(AFATT) for service-exposed and de-embrittled material. The AFATT varies from

almost zero for the de-embrittled stage 3 sample to as high as 32 °C for the embrittled

stage 3 samples. The service-exposed specimens from stages 12 and 5 exhibited the

lowest AFATT of approximately 17 °C. Stages 4, 3 and 1, which correspond to the

higher operating temperatures, exhibited the higher AFATTs. To examine the influence

of the degree of embrittlement, the AFATT for de-embrittled samples of stages 12, 3

and 1 was measured. The results indicate that the AFATT is dependent on the degree of

embrittlement.

In order to obtain a correlation of the USE data for the full-size and sub-size specimens,

the absorbed energy was normalised with respect to both the nominal fracture area Bb

and the nominal fracture volume (Bb)3/2, where B is the specimen width and b is the

remaining ligament thickness beneath the notch (Abe et al, 1987). Results are provided

in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. Figure 4.3 compares the area-normalised energy for both full and

sub-size specimens from stage 1. The normalisation converges from the LSE towards

zero, however, there remains considerable variation between the USE values. Figure

4.4 provides the results of volume normalisation for stages 1, 3 and 12. Here, the shape

of the full-size curves is replicated by the sub-size values, and their curves do not

intersect.
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Table 4.2 Rotor Operating Temperatures and corresponding FATTs of full

and sub-size specimens.

Stage

1

3

4

5

12

Oper-

ating

T,°C

565

511

506

487

351

FATT

Full-size,

°C

125

150

145

135

100

FATT

Sub-

size, °C

98

118

116

115

84

AFATT,

SE°C
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4.2.3 Fractography

Fractographical analyses were performed on full and sub-size specimens taken from the

transition range for stage 3, representing the worst case of embrittlement. The results

are provided in Figs. 4.5 (a-d). Figures 4.5 (a, b) are secondary electron images of a

full-size specimen fractured at 150 °C. In Fig. 4.5 (a), an example of microvoid

coalescence is clearly visible (arrowed), which resulted from the fracture mechanism

changing from brittle to ductile fracture by microvoid initiation, growth and

coalescence. Microvoids were initiated at interfaces between the matrix and particles

such as carbides, precipitates and inclusions (Metals Handbook, 1974). The present

result indicates that the ductile failure by microvoid coalescence had occurred prior to

the onset of brittle failure by cleavage. In Fig. 4.5 (b), a fragment of intergranular

fracture (arrowed) in a full-size CVN testing specimen is demonstrated. Intergranular

fracture, described as grain-boundary separation accompanied by catastrophic brittle

separation, is a characteristic of this damage mechanism since this specimen represents

the most severe case of temper embrittlement. Here, the separation had occurred

conjointly with the microvoid coalescence on the interfaces of grains.

Figures 4.5 (c, d) are SEM fractographs of sub-sized specimens fractured at 120 °C,

which corresponds to the transition temperature for stage 3. Fig. 4.5 (c) shows a

quasicleavage mode (arrowed), which is a consequence of true cleavage planes being

replaced by smaller, ill-defined cleavage facets initiated at carbide particles or large

non-metallic inclusions. Figure 4.5 (d) demonstrates an intergranular type fracture

(arrowed) found in a sub-size CVN specimen. In contrast to the full-size examples of

intergranular fracture, sub-size specimens exhibited a severe intergranular separation.

Apparently, in the absence of river patterns, fracture proceeded along grain boundaries.

J'
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Figure 4.6 schematically demonstrates a "map" of a typical fracture surface topology

representative for both types of specimens observed in the SEM. The lower edge of the

fracture surface in Fig. 4.6 corresponds to the root of the V-notch in the specimens. The

crack initiates near the notch-root and propagates through the surrounding grains in the

quasicleavage mode. The river patterns, which represent steps between the different

local cleavage facets, develop from the site of origin in the direction of crack

propagation. This is followed by a transition region consisting of a combination of

ductile and brittle surfaces, and is concluded by the fibrous zone at the outer edge of the

fracture surface.
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Figure 4.5 Secondary electron images of stage 3 specimens, following Charpy V-Notch
testing, fractured at transition temperatures, showing (a) and (c)- a mixture of ductile and brittle
fracture and (c) and (d) - intergranular fracture
(a) and (b) 150 °C - full size specimen, (c) and (d) 120 °C- sub-size specimen

fibrous zone

mixture of brittle and
ductile fracture

intergranular fracture

notch

Figure 4.6: Schematic representation of the fracture surface observed in SEM
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43 Discussion

4.3.1 Effect Of Temper Embrittlement On FATT

Difference

The impact test data from both full and sub-size specimens indicates that stage 3 is the

most embrittled stage. This may be correlated to a higher susceptibility to temper

embrittlement since the nominal exposure of ~511 °C for this stage is near the upper

limit of the critical temperature range within which this damage mechanism operates.

Contrasting this, the FATT of stage 12 was the lowest for both specimen dimensions,

which supports the initial assumption that this stage corresponds to the nominally "pre-

service" material (Chapter 5 deals with this in great detail). Figure 4.2 refers to the

relationship between the operating temperature and the change in FATT between full

and sub-size specimens. The variation in AFATT with rotor stage/operating

temperature is systematic and seems dependent on the degree of embrittlement of the

various stages. Specifically, the nominally pre-service stage 12 exhibited the smallest

magnitude of embrittlement and minimal dependence on the specimen size. On the

other hand, stage 3 demonstrated the most embrittlement and the maximum AFATT.

Intermediate points (rotor stages 4 and 5) in Fig. 4.2 emphasize the continuity of this

tendency, which is further supported by the data from the de-embrittled samples. It is

noteworthy that the AFATT values for the de-embrittled specimens are similar to that

measured for stage 12. The origin of the dependence of the AFATT on the specimen

size was not considered, experimentally. However, it is proposed that this effect is

associated with the intergranular failure mode of temper embrittled samples. Since the

prior austenite grain boundaries represent a two-dimensional array through the material,

the fracture will be more sensitive to lineal thickness that the three-dimensional
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volumes within which intra-granular fracture mechanisms operate. This is supported by

the observation that volume normalisation of the data significantly converged the

impact energy curves for sub and full-size specimens.

43.2 Effect Of Specimen Size On The Absorbed Energy

The full-size USE values in this study were ~6.5 times that of the sub-size. No

agreement in the USE between the two specimen sizes was obtained by the area

normalisation. However, the area-normalisation (E/Bb) did converge the lower shelf

and the transition region for all three stages. For instance, the area - normalised

absorbed energy for stage 1 was 1x10 J/m and 7.5 xlO J/m in the lower shelf region

and 3.75 xlO5 J/m2 and 3.25 xlO5 J/m2 in the transition region for the sub and full-size,

respectively.

The volume-normalisation procedure is generally considered to be more suitable for the

USE values, (Abe et a/,1987; Alexander and Klueh, 1991) since samples fractured in

the upper shelf demonstrate ductile failure, indicating the occurrence of large scale

plastic deformation (Abe et al, 1987). The volume-normalisation procedure for stage 1

produced values l.llxlO8 J/m3 and 1.34xlO8 J/m3 for the full and sub-size specimens

respectively in the USE. Although the curves for the full and sub-size specimens did

not coincide quantitatively in the USE, they clearly followed the same qualitative trend.

The difference between the impact energy values could be expressed as a linear

equation of the type: E sub-size = kE fUii-Size + C. Correlations of the volume-normalised

absorbed energies for stages 1, 3 and 12 of the rotor yielded:

E sub-size = 0.962E fuii-siZe + 0.0386 (Equation 4.1)
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Where E SUb-size is volume-normalised absorbed energy for ihe sub-size specimen, and E

foil-size is volume-normalised absorbed energy for the full-size specimen.

Table 4.3 summarises the results from this and other sub-size CVN studies and

compares the methodology used to correlate the data measured from sub and full-size

specimens. Figure 4.7 utilises equation 1 so as to plot and compare the available data

on size effect, summarised in Table 4.3. With the exception of report by Alexander and

Kiueh, 1991, the data seem to support the volume-normalisation approach, and

reasonable agreement with equation 4.1 is appar? it. This supports the notion that

limited correlations between various specimen sizes may be established for specific

materials as mentioned in ASTM E-23, A 370.
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Table 4.3 Summary of Sub-seize Correlation Approaches

Steel

Composition

9Cr- 1W
9Cr~2W
9Cr-4W

9Cr-lMo-V-
Nb

9Cr-lMo-V-
Nb-2Ni

9Cr-lMo-V-
Nb

9Cr-lMo-V-
Nb-2Ni

9Cr-1 Mo

1 Cr-l Mo-
0.25V

12Cr-lMo-
0.25V

1 Cr- 1 Mo-
0.25V

Sub-size

specimen size,

' mm ..- "•."••

5x5x23.6

5x5x25.4

5x5x25.4

5x5x25.4

5x5xx55

5x5x55

Notch

Radius

30°

30°

30°

30°

45°

45°

Correlation

procedure

E/Bb
E(Bb)3/2

E(Bb)J/z

DBTT1/2=
DBTTF + Ci

E/Bb
E(Bb)3/2

Energy vs
specimen
thickness

E/Bb
Ei/2= E F +

c,

Region of the

transition curve

that correlation

procedure is

applicable to

LSE
USE

USE

Transition

USE

Room
temperature
tests only

LSE, Transition
Whole curve

Refi

Abe
etal,
1987

Alexander
and
Klueh,
1991

Alexander
and Klueh,
1991;
Corwin
and
Hougland,
1986
Viswa-
nathan,
1991

Bashu,
1990

Presents results are highlighted in bold.
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4.4 Concluding Remarks

Following an investigation of the effect of temper embrittlement and specimen size on

CVN testing of a lCr-lMo-0.25V rotor steel it was concluded that:

• sub-size specimens exhibit qualitatively similar behaviour to the standard full-size

specimens, although the USE levels and FATTs are reduced;

• variation in the AFATT with rotor stage/operating temperature is systematic and

seems dependent on the degree of embrittlement of the various stages;

• fractography results suggest that the sub-size specimens tend to have more severe

intergranular fracture than the full-size CVN specimens;

• area-normaiisation yielded agreement for the lower shelf and the transition region

for all three stages;

• volume-normalisation for full and sub-size specimen CVN data resulted in close

matching in impact energies which was expressed in the linear equation form. This

approach was applied to other available data and a material-specific correlation for

specimen size was established.



Chapter 5:

Mechanical Testing and

Property Correlations

This chapter presents the results from mechanical testing and describes the

correlation methods us^d to derive afiacture toughness correlation based

on the miniaturised testing technique.
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5.1 Introduction

The remaining life analysis for power generation equipment is largely based on the

determination of the critical crack size which is governed by fracture toughness Kic.

This presents difficulties for plant operators since conducting fracture toughness

experiments on the in-service high-temperature high-pressure reactor pressure vessels

would be expensive and would require large volumes of material. Correlations between

fracture toughness and small-scale test results are useful in assessing the structural

integrity of pressure vessels due to cost, availability of material, ease of testing and

because fracture toughness can be used directly in design analysis. The small-scale test

results provide this information through correlation with the fracture toughness.

Furthermore, Kic measurements involve use of liirge specimens which are difficult to

excise from operating components. Thus there is a need to determine the fracture

toughness by means of various predictive methods or correlations described in the

"Literature survey" (Chapter 2). In the following chapter, the correlations between

destructive methods CVN, Kjc testing and SPT are examined and discussed.
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5.2 Tensile Testing

Room and elevated temperature tensile testing was conducted to provide reference data

for the fracture toughness testing.

The results from the room and elevated temperature tensile testing are summarised in

Table 5.1 for the rotor material from stages 1, 3 and 12. The tensile properties for the

material from all stages in all conditions, service-exposed, de-embrittled and re-

embrittled appeared to be within the same proximity. Thus, Table 5.1 presents a smgle

set of tensile properties.

Table 5.1 Tensile Testing Results

Temperature

22

100

140

160

180

220

280

Yield strength,

MPa

534

498.1

498

490.7

501

489

485

Max tensile

strength

689.8

636.8

632.2

625.8

641

627

622

%

Elongation

15.14

14.18

13.2

13.82

15.2

12.15

8.25

Modulus,

GPa

184.8

197.8

180.1

177.3

174

157

143
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5.3 Impact Energy

5.5.7 Service-Exposed Material

Figure 5.1 provides the results from CVN and SPT data for the service-exposed

condition of the rotor material from the core of the stages 1,3 and 12. Here, CVN plots

demonstrate the measured fracture energy vs testing temperature as well as the

percentage of brittle fracture vs testing temperature. Small punch fracture energy

versus testing temperature is plotted on the corresponding SPT graphs below.

Figures 5.2 are secondary electron images (SEI) of the fracture surface examined after

testing at 200 °C and 25 °C, respectively, for stage 1. The photomicrograph in Fig. 5.2

(a) is a low magnification image, which exhibits an archetypal ductile character. Second

phase particles appear to be embedded within the fully-fibrous fracture surface and a

higher magnification image of these is seen in Fig. 5.2 (b). Energy dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy identified Mn and S in association with the features. Also seen in Fig. 5.2

(b) is a fine and uniform distribution of dimples, representing a fraction of a microvoid

that has opened during the fracture process. The photomicrograph in Fig. 5.2 (c)

exhibits an archetypal brittle character, with ~ 100 % crystallinity. A higher

magnification image of this fracture surface is seen Fig. 5.2 (d) showing crystalline

flakes exhibiting chevron markings which follow the cleavage paths.
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1 mm 10 pm

Figure 5.2 Secondary electron images of stage Charpy V-Notch specimens follwing testing at
(a) 200 °C low magnification image indicating a fully fibrous, ductile appearance. Second
phase particles were idnetified as containing Mn and S

(b) 200 °C higher magnification image showing the fine and uniform distribution of dimples
in the fracture surface. A Mn and S containing particle is embedded in the fracture plane

(c) 25 °C low magnification image indicating a fully crystalline apperance

(d) 25 °C Chevron markings delineate the passage of cleavage across the fracture surface,
revealing a fully brittle failure mode.
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5.3.2 De-Embrittled Material

The results for all three stages of rotor steel in the de-embrittled condition are presented

in Fig. 5.3 (refer to the following page). It shows the CVN and SPT results from

samples taken near the core of stage 1, 3 and 12 in de-embrittled conditions,

respectively. Fig.5.4 shows the light optical images of CVN samples in the as-received

and de-embrittled conditions, respectively, tested at 100 °C. These images demonstrate

the difference in the percentage of shear fraclwe for the service-exposed and de-

embrittled material.

Figure 5.4 CVN fracture surfaces for specimens broken at 100 °C in (a) service-
exposed condition and (b) de-embrittled condition.
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5.3.3 Re-Embrittled Material

The CVN and SPT results from the material in the re-embrittled condition are compiled

in Fig. 5.5. The impact data presented here includes the results obtained for stage 3 and

12 only. Stage 1 was not subjected to the re-embrittled heat treatment since re-

embrittling this stage represented little interest in studying the extremes of

embrittlement. These were stages 3 and 12 yielding the highest and the lowest FATT in

the initial screening tests, as described in Chapter 4, and also in this chapter (see section

5.3.1).
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5.4 Fracture Toughness

Table 5.2 presents the experimental results of Kjc fracture toughness measured at room

temperature for ex-service, de-embrittled and re-embrittled samples of stages 1, 3 and

12 Appendix C describes the substantial data processing to calculate Kjc from the load-

displacement curves. All tests were valid according to the ASTM E 399-90.

Table 5.2 Summary of Kic Fracture toughness results

Condition

SE

SE

SE

DE

DE

DE

RE

RE

Stage

1

3

12

1

3

12

3

12

KIa MPa.ml/2

35.8

30

49

57

55.5

59

52

5 3 SE-ser
DF-de-
RE-re-embrittled

Table 5.2 illustrates a change in fracture toughness values depending on the rotor

operating temperature and material condition. The increase of Kic is clear in the rotor

material in the service-exposed condition between the values of stage 3 (the most

embrittled stage) and stage 12 (the nominally unmbtrittled stage). The result for stage 1

is in between the two extremes. The same trend is evident for the de-embrittled

condition. The results for re-embrittled material do not appear changed from those of

the de-embrittled, rendering the re-embrittling heat treatment ineffective.
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5.5 Discussion

5.5.1 Impact Energy Correlations

Effect of the Exposure Temperature on the FATT and SPTT

Figure 5.1 details the FATT and SPTT results for the service-exposed rotor material. It

is apparent from Fig. 5.1 that stage 3 (FATT = 150 °C and SPTT = -120 °C) represents

the most embrittled case for this rotor. Moreover, the FATT value exceeds the ASTM

recommended figure of 120 °C for rotors of this generation (ASTM A 470,

Viswanathan and Jaffe, 1983). Similarly, the SPTT value recorded is the highest

among the set of SPTTs for this condition. It should be noted that SPTT are shifted to

much lower temperatures due to the specimen geometry and the slow strain rates

involved in the deformation and rupture of the specimen during the SPT. A change k.

the strain rate causes a large effect on the transition temperature. As the strain rate

increases, the yield strength increases and thereby increases the plastic stress

intensification within the specimens (Baik, et al., 1986/ It was shown by Baik et al.,

1986 that a hunderedfold increase of the displacement rate leads to 20 % increase of the

transition temperature. Therefore the higher strain rates promote brittle cracking over a

wider temperature range (Baik et al, 1986, Ha and Fleury, 1998 B).

The FATT value reported for stage 1 (the point of steam inlet) is 125 °C which is

almost within the limit prescribed by ASTM. However the FATT of stage 12

(operating temperature 350 °C) is 100 °C which suggests that this stage had suffered

virtually no embrittlement and is essentially an example of the "virgin" material

(Bulloch, 1994).
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The operating temperature of stage 3 in the HP section of the rotor is 525 °C. It is

noteworthy that the range of temperatures within which the mechanism of temper

embrittlement operates is 350-540 °C (Viswanathan, 1989). Thus, this stage becomes

susceptible t temper embrittlement.

By closely examining the individual Charpy V-Notch Testing graphs for the three

stages and separating the impact energy results into lower shelf, transition region and

the upper shelf, it is possible to deduce that the lower shelf energy values appear to be

the lowest for stage 3 (2 J ) and so are the upper shelf values 72 J (as compared with

stage 12 - 82 J).

While the lower shelf energy values for all three stages are approximately the same the

transition region of a small punch curve is of interest. For stages 1 and 12 the transition

starts as early as -160 °C. For stage 3 it does not to commence until —130 °C. Thus,

the small punch test results are consistent with the CVN results and emphasize that

stage 3 is the most embrittled stage of this rotor.
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SPT-CVN Correlation

Table 5.3 Summary of correlated results between SPTT and FATT

Stove

1

3

12

1

3

12

3

12

Condition

SE

SE

SE

DE

DE

DE

RE

RE

CVNFATT,

°C

125

150

100

100

110

95

145

95

SPTT, °C

-133

-120

-145

-148

-135

-145

-125

-132

Predicted FATT from SPT using

Cr-Mo-V correlation, °C

120.3

153.2

89.8

82.2

115.2

89.8

140.6

122.8

FATT (°C) = 457.61 + 2.536 T w (°C) Equation 5.1

The Cr-Mo-V correlation approach method (Equation 5.1) that was applied here to

derive the CVN-SPT correlations includes 17 C and D grade rotors with the 90%

confidence interval of ±28 °C (Foulds and Viswanathan , 1994). Table 5.3 details the

derived values of FATT in column 4. All predicted values of the FATT using small

punch test are with the confidence limit approach. The de-embrittling heat treatment

seemed to decrease CVN FATT and SPTT for all three locations, thus supporting the

use of the heat treatment to remove the in-service incurred embrittlement.

With a few exceptions, the relationship between the experimentally measured and

predicted FATT values is ±10 °C. The categories that do not fit the above temperature

range are:
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• stage 12 service-exposed

• stage 1 de-embrittled

• stage 12 re-embrittled.

These shall now be considered case by case. In case of the stage 12 SE, the discrepancy

is 1 °C. The 18 °C variation in the stage 1 de-embrittled suggests that small punch test

specimens were more sensitive to the de-embrittling heat treatment. Thus the

correlations based on the small punch energy values yielded the FATT values of 82.2

°C, which seems to fit the experimental data better than the FATT actually measured

form Charpy V-Notch test. The experimental difficulties with the re-embrittled heat

treatment might have causesd those inconsistencies.

The brittle character of the fracture surface in Fig. 5.2 (d) represents the room

temperature fracture appearance for these rotors. These images of brittle failure and the

FATT values reported in Fig. 5.2 are of some concern, because of the similarity in age

and composition of many in-service rotor steels.

The evolution of the small small punch test fracture energy results depending on the

testing temperature is shown in Fig. 5.6.
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As was explained in section 5.5.1 the transition temperature is shifted to much lower

temperatures in the SPT. That is why full ductile fracture occurs at 25 °C while the

same type of fracture happens at 200 °C in the case of CVN tests. A high magnification

image is shown in Fig. 5.6(a) of mixed intergranular and transgranular mode while the

lower magnification inset demonstrates the top view of the tested specimen with the

fully brittle failure clearly evident. In the lower temperature range, cracks were

initiated closer to the center of the specimen, and followed a straight and narrow

propagation path. The resulting fracture surface exhibit transgranular cleavages.

A microvoid coalescence combined with the river patterns characteristic of brittle

fracture are the intertwined features of this high magnification image of Fig.5.6 (b). The

first low magnification inset shows a crack initiation while the second demonstrates the

top view of the specimen and the evidence of the commencement of membrane

stretching (arrowed). When the temperature is increasing, more plasticity is involved in

the deformation, and this results in a modified crack initiation and propagation

mechanisms (Ha and Fleury, 1998B).

The correlation between the CVN FATT and SPTT for three conditions of the rotor

steel is depicted graphically in Fig. 5.7. The SPTT vs CVN FATT data by

Viswanathan, is also presented in the figure in order to compare the experimental data

with the results collected for 17 D grade rotors (Viswanathan, 1994). It is clear that the

slopes for the linear fits are different for all three cases of the rotor material studied here

(no slope is shown for the de-embrittled category, the explanation ensues). In the case

of service-exposed steel the slope is similar to that obtained by Viswanathan and other

researchers for ex-service material. The de-embrittled condition reveals virtually no

change or trends in the SPTT-FATT correlation, thus no slope on the graph. This is
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consistent with the idea of this heat treatment: to remove all the embrittlement, incurred

in service and to return the material to a nominally pre-service state. The re-embrittled

condition represents an anomalous case. While the increase for the SPTT and FATT

for the service-exposed rotor material is quite gradual, the rise for the re-embrittled plot

is sharp and does not appear to follow the regression described by Viswanathan for SPT

This may be attributed to the difficulties associated with the re-embrittling heat

treatment since this heat treatment may require up to 20,000 hours (ViswanatharA,1989)

of isothermal exposure in order to simulate the service performance. In this instance,

the FATTs and corresponding SPTTs indicate that it was only possible to re-embrittle

the rotor to the service-exposed FATT. Much longer heat treatment are possibly needed

to bring it to the maximum embrittlement level (Shaw, 1981).
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When analysing service-exposed and de-embrittled conditions, a shift in FATT of 50 °C

has been measured benveen stage 3 service-exposed and stage 12 service-exposed,

demonstrating the influence of material degradation in service due to the combination

of high pressure and high temperature. However, this value of transition temperature

shift obtained from SPT is lower (25 ° C) than the FATT shift determined from Charpy

test on identical material. Thus the level of damage caused by temper embrittlement in

aging rotor component appears more subtle to resolve from SPT in comparison to CVN.

This constitutes a demerit when considering an application of this technique. This

conclusion is consistent with the results by Ha and Fleury, 1998B.
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5.5.2 Correlation Between Fracture Toughness and

Impact Energy

Table 5.4 Selected published correlations relating CVN impact test data to Kie

Correlation title

Barsom- Rolfe

Sailors-Cortens

Thorby- Ferguson

Marandet-Sanz

Begley-Logsdon

Jones, G.T.

Equation

Kic
2/E = 0.22 (CVN) i a

Kic= 14.6 (CVN)1"

Kic= 18.2 (CVN)"2

K,c=20 (CVN) m

Kic-Ls=O.O93*ao.2 (F16)

Kic=6600/60-(T-FATT)

Region where

applicable

CVN energy

between 3 and 82 J

7-68 J

6-55 J

Lower shelf

Lower shelf

Lower shelf

Reference:

(Roberts and

Newton, 1981)

(Roberts and

Newton, 1981)

(Roberts and

Newton, 1981)

(Roberts and

Newton, 1981)

(Iwadate, et

al, 1994)

(Jones, 1972)

In examining the adequacy of the fracture toughness correlations, the effect of data

scatter, and the degree to which fracture toughness and the various alternative

parameters can be related should be considered. A certain amount of scatter can be

expected in the results of both alternative test methods and plane strain fracture

toughness testing. This does not interfere with the use of the results. However, when

the results of the two test methods are correlated, the scatter exhibited in the

relationship is considerable. This scatter is due to the combined effects of the scatter of

the two methods and the difficulties in developing such a relationship.
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The experimental Kic values were compared in Fig. 5.8 to values derived by applying

prediction methods discussed y other researchers (refer to Table 5.4). With the

exception of Begley-Logsdon method all models appear to follow the same trend for all

the conditions and locations of the rotor. Begley-Logsdon method takes into account

the 0.2 % proof stress values, which in this work does not change depending on the

condition and location, since temper embrittlement very rarely manifests itself in drastic

changes of the tensile properties (Koltzmann, 1996).

The Kic predictions from the correlations proposed by other researchers (Table 5.4) are

self-consistent. The experimental Kic values are also plotted as red squares in Fig.5.8

and results lie within the range of these correlations. The more steels incorporated into

the correlation, the more conservative the predictions seem to be. For example, the

Barsom-Rolfe method is the most conservative estimate of fracture toughness, since it

relies on nine steels including rotor steels.
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The first five correlation methods listed in Table 5.4 are of the type whereby the

prediction is based on a single LSE/USE Charpy value. The last method by Jones, 1972

incorporates the FATT values rather than an individual CVN value at corresponding

temperature. This method is also called the excess temperature approach. Values

predicted by Jones method appear to be closest in proximity with the experimental

values obtained for this rotor. The use of FATT as a correlation variable is particularly

useful since equipment manufacturers generally possess the records of the pre-service

FATT. The use of the Jones expression is further warranted by the use of the lower-

bound Kic values for Cr-Mo-V steels since these are the values that were measured in

this work, i.e. room temperature Kic values.

As mentioned above, all correlation approaches show similar trends for each category

of material condition. However, those trends are different between the service-exposed,

Fig. 5.8(a), de-embrittled Fig. 5.8(b) and re-embrittled, Fig. 5.8(c) materials. Whereas

the tendencies in each correlation in Fig. 5.8(b) follow a pattern involving an increase

in Kic for each condition 12 DE compared to condition 1 DE and 3 DE, the

experimental results show little variation across the de-embrittled materials. This

suggests that de-embrittlement returns the material to a single "reference" condition

regardless of the location in the rotor. Furthermore, the Jones approach for the de-

embrittled material based on the excess temperature (the test temperature minus the

FATT) follows the same pattern as the experimental Kic values. This implies that the

FATT might be a more appropriate correlation variable than a single lower shelf

Charpy energy value.

Figure 5.8 (c) describes the behavior of the re-embrittled material. All correlation

methods appear to be in agreement here: the increase in Kic is predicted by all
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derivations except Begley-Logsdon for the reasons described earlier. However, the

experimental Kic values are unchanged compared to Fig. 5.8 (b). It is suggested that

are-embrittling heat treatment of much longer duration should be used in order to

achieve a full embrntlement effect.

The overall shape of the fitness curves for all three conditions of the rotor are also

noteworthy. In the service-exposed condition, the plot decreases at stage 3 and increase

towards the coldest stage 12. The de-embrittled fit of experimental data and the

prediction models are different, as described above. The predictions tend to rise

continuously while the experimental values remain the same for all locations of the

rotor. Contrary to the experimentally measured values, the re-embrittled predicted

values increase as predicted by other researchers which is consistent with the

assumption made earlier in this chapter that stage 3 is the most embrittled stage in the

rotor studied here.

Table 5.5 summarises correlation between CVN, SPT and Kic. The first column of

Table 5.5 denotes the stage of the rotor (the precise locations where the specimens for

mechanical testing were excised) while the second column provides the condition of the

specimens. Column No.3 of the Table lists the FATT values as determined by Charpy

V-Notch Testing. Similarly, column No.4 summarises the calculated SPTTs.

Experimentally measured Kic fracture toughness results are presented in the fifth

column of Table 5.7. Column No.6 lists the FATT values as predicted by Cr-Mo-V

correlations (Equation 5.1). The Jones method (Jones, 1972) was used in triangular

correlation, utilising the Foulds and Viswanathan SPTT-FATT relationship (Eq.5.1).

The results of Kic values obtained using this method are summarised in the last column

of Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5 Fracture toughness Correlations between CVN, SPT and Kic.

Stage

1

•3

12

1

3

12

3

12

Conation

SE

SE

SE

DE

DE

DE

RE

RE

CVN

FATT,0

C

125

150

100

100

110

95

145

95

SPIT, °

C

-133

-120

-145

-148

-135

-145

-125

-132

Kic

MPamm

35.8

30

49

57

55.5

59

52

53

Predicted FATT

from SPT using

CrMo V correlation,

°C

120.3

153.2

89.8

82.2

115.2

89.8

140.6

122.8

Kic calculated from

substitution into

SP7T/CVN

correlation

42.5

35.1

52.8

56.3

43.9

50.8

37.6

41.8
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5.5.3 Estimation of the critical crack size based on the

small punch test

Calculation of Critical Crack Size from Experimental Ktc

Using the Kjc values obtained in this study, the calculation of the critical crack size is

possible. The fracture criterion based on fracture mechanics is expressed by equation

(5.2) in terms of crack length a.

a>ar. Equation (5.2)

acr is the critical crack size for brittle fracture, which is governed by the fracture

toughness Kic and applied stress cr (Iwadate et ai, 1985).

acr=- Equation (5.3),

where acr is the critical crack size for brittle fracture, K|C is the fracture toughness and a

is the applied stress and Q is the flaw shape parameter.

A typical loading of the HP-IP rotor illustrating the variation in applied stress and

temperature is shown in Fig. 5.9 (after Viswanathan and Jaffee, 1983). It shows that the

highest risk of brittle fracture occurs during the transient conditions. The authors based

this figure on the data obtained from Galatin rotor which failed catastrophically due to

temper embrittlernent. As with the rotor in the present study, the Galatin rotor was also

manufactured in 1950s and had the same nominal chemical composition and

microstructure (Viswanathan and Jaffee, 1983). Thus it became possible to use the

loading sequence and conditions of stress and temperature for the critical crack size

calculations for the Australian rotor investigated here. To identify the points of

maximum stress for each stage/location of the rotor, the respective FATTs were used.

Consequently, the points of maximum stress to be used in future calculation of the

critical crack size were 450, 520 and 350 MPa for stage 1, 3 and 12, respectively. The
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flow shape parameter Q was calculated using the determination procedure and a a/2c vs

Q curve described by Dieter (Dieter, 1996). The values of the critical crack size acr are

presented in column 4 of the following Table 5.6.
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Calculation of Critical Crack Size from SPT-Derived KIc

It is suggested to utilise the last column of Table 5.5 to calculate the critical crack size

acr from the SPTT-derived Kic KiCSP. Equation (5.4) them becomes:

K2i 0
acr = ^—- Equation (5.4)

cr 1.217TCT2 ' V '

Table 5.6 summarises the critical crack size calculations. Column 1 of Table 5.6

denotes the stage/location of the rotor, column 2 describes the condition of the material.

Column No. 3 presents the experimental Kic fracture toughness values. Column No. 4

reports the calculated critical crack size values, while the last column of tabulates the

critical crack size values based upon the SPTT-Kic correlation.

Table 5.6 Summary of the actual critical crack sizes and SPT-correlated values

Stage

1

3

12

1

3

12

3

12

Condition

SE

SE

SE

DE

DE

DE

RE

RE

Kic,

MPamm

35.8

30

49

57

55.5

59

52

53

Critical crack size,

a cr, cm

1.33

0.7

4.12

3.38

2.4

5.9

2.1

4.8

Critical crack size, a cr,

mm based on the SPT

values

1.88

0.95

4.8

3.29

1.5

4.43

1.09

3
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The comparison between the calculated critical crack size and the derived critical crack

size is presented in Figure 5.10. A linear regression produced a correlation coefficient

of 0.98 for the service-exposed rotor material. It is evident that a good agreement exists

between the actual critical crack size and the derived remaining life assessment

parameter based upon the SPT for all three conditions. Furthermore, the critical crack

value obtained for stage 3, service-exposed (0.7 cm), coincides with the value given by

Viswanathan in his analysis of the Galatin rotor (Viswanathan and Jaffe, 1983).

However, the conservatism of the SPT-based acr derivation is of some concern, since

these values are consistently higher than the experimental data.
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The fracture toughness Kic was related to FATT via empirical correlation (Jones, 1972)

where the degree of uncertainty is unknown, and therefore, the correlation of lower-

bound Kic estimated from excess temperature is interpreted conservatively (Foulds et al,

1991 and Viswanathan, 2001). In addition a Kic is a conservative estimation in its own

right since it represents a lower limiting value of fracture toughness (ASTM E 399-90).

So, there is a considerable number of safety factors already incorporated into these

estimations.

By combining the results of the linear regression from all three conditions but keeping

the constant from the service-exposed regression to maintain the degree of

conservatism, a relationship emerges between the actual acr and the SPT-predicted ac;

acr = \A6acrSPT-0.26 (Equation 5.5)

Correlation Approach vs Probabilistic Assessment and Finite Element

Modeling Methods

The correlation procedure described here may be compared to the existing

methodologies to predict fracture toughness.

The probabilistic assessment is based upon the theory that mechanical property

measurements of materials under conditions when they behave in a brittle manner show

a high degree of variability that requires statistical analysis (Dieter, 1992). An

important aspect of the statistical behavior is that the strength of brittle solids

demonstrates a pronounced size effect such that the strength decreases with increasing

size or volume of the specimen. Moreover, it is more logical to expect a high frequency

of occurrence of small cracks with a much lower number of large crack (Dieter, 1992).
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The most generally applicable frequency distribution in fracture problems is the

Weibull distribution (Weibull, 1952). Knott (1998) reviewed the probabilistic

approaches to fracture toughness in pressure-vessel steels, which use microstructural

indicators. The paper represents a major contribution to micro-mechanistic models of

brittle fracture in search of "ideal" fracture toughness distributions (Knott, 1998). The

approach relies an RKR model (Rice, Knott and Ritchie;, 1973) that predicts the

variation of Kic with temperature from known values of fracture stress O~F and yield

stress GY, which is a function of temperature T.

Mao et al. (1991) derived a direct relationship between SPT and JIC/KIC fracture

toughness. This approach is based on the estimation or measurement of equivalent

fracture strain eqf.

(Equation 5.6),

where C is an empirically determined constant. However, this method is known to have

certain limitations. Firstly, the empirical constant is not expected to be material-

dependent, as it might depend on the critical distance in the cleavage fracture stress

RKR model (Foulds et al, 1993). Secondly, and most importantly, the small punch

fracture stress is empirically estimated form the peak load in the small punch load-

displacement curve as described in Chapter 3. This assumes thr.' fracture occurs at the

maximum load. However, during the SPT experiments it was observed in the current

study and in previous investigations (Foulds et al, 1991; Fleury, 1998) that even when

material behaves in a classically brittle fashion in CVN testing, it often does not exhibit

a macroscopically brittle character when loaded in the small punch mode. Moreover,

prediction of large-specimen brittle behavior cannot be made simply by macroscopic

indications in the SPT. The maximum load-based estimation of fracture stress can

therefore be in error (Foulds et al, 1991). The approach employing a finite element
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analysis (FEA) intends to overcome the empiricism and potential inaccuracies

associated with the current prediction practices. It relates the unifying strain- and

stress-based estimation of the fracture criterion by using an energy-based criterion, a

purely analytical-based interpretation of the small punch load-displacement curve and

the critical experimental aspect of identifying the point (temporal and spatial) of

fracture initiation during the test. The three methods discussed above are compared in

Table 5.7

Table 5.7 Comparison between different methods to predict fracture toughness

Method

Probabilistic assessment

FEA

Correlation-based

Merits

• Does not require
material sampling

• Complete models are
available for a variety
of pressure vessel steels

• Material-independent
• Based on the analytical

interpretation of the test
results

• Requires no prior
k n o w l e d g e of
mechanical properties

• Reduced prediction
uncertainty

• Can be used directly in
theRLA

• Does not require large
amounts of material

• Can be used in
conjunction with the
existing miniature
removal systems

• Based on the actual
fracture toughness data

Demerits

• Critical distance X is
statistically-averaged

• Initial frequency
distribution is not

. known or cannot be
sampled directly

• Difficulties associated
with extrapolation of
low fracture
probabilities

• Requires a database on
materials with known
stress-strain behavior or
via a series of FEA of
SPT

• Difficulties associated
with estimation of
average distance, crack-
tip strain energy
averaging

• Identification of crack
initiation

• Material specific
• Semi-non destructive
• Requires a minor

disruption of the plant
operation

• Degree of conservatism
requires some
refinement
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5.6 Concluding Remarks

The key conclusions from CVN, SPT and Kic testing of an ex-service, de-embrittled

and re-embrittled rotor steel are as follows:

• impact testing of service-exposed rotor material has shown that the rotor was in fact

embrittled in several locations with FATT values as high as 150 °C in the case of

stage 3.

• SPT and CVN property correlation yielded an excellent agreement and improved

the cut-off level of the "Cr-Mo-V correlation" approach from ±28 °C to ±10 °C.

• experimental Kic fracture toughness results are consistent with the empirical

estimates of Kic according to prediction methodologies described in literature

• critical crack size acr for the most embrittled rotor location was calculated and

compared to that of a rotor that catastrophically failed due to embrittlement (0.7

cm). The coincidence of both values is of concern since many rotors similar to the

one studied here remain in service. The critical crack sizes a^T for several rotor

locations was successfully correlated to the predicted acr based on SPT. This result

supports the use of the SPT as a possible remaining life assessment tool.

• the present correlation method was compared to the probabilistic assessment and

FEA method and the advantages/disadvantages of both methods outlined ibr the

three methods. The present method's distinctions include miniaturisation, ease of

testing and the fact that is based on the actual fracture toughness compilation. The

main disadvantages of the proposed method include the prediction uncertainty and

the fact that it's material specific.



Chapter 6 Microscopy and

Microanalysis

This chapter presents the results of microstructural investigations of the

rotor steel in the service-exposed condition. Attempts to characterise the

temper embrittlement phenomenon with the aid of microstructural

indicators are also presented and discussed.
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6.1 Introduction

The main metallurgical problems involved in large rotor forgings are associated with

the quality of ingots from which the forgings are made. The typical forging size in the

1960s and 70s, when most of the presently operating rotors were fabricated, was 200-

2401 which requires ingots weighing between 350-500 t. Hence, casting defects such as

coring, segregation and nonmetallic inclusions are difficult to avoid. Microstructural

and microchemical heterogeneities also arise due to variations in cooling rate during

fabrication. These types of processing induced variations in microstructure,

microchemistry and properties have been reported for very early generation rotors,

some of which are still in service, although less of this work has been performed on HP-

IP rotors of the same generation as that studied here. The degradation of the properties

owing to microstructural and microchemical variation during manufacturing in

conjunction with the various temperature and stress regimes across the rotor due to time

in exploitation exposure is complex. Microstructural modification during service may

involve carbide coarsening, transformation, spheroidization, or secondary precipitation,

all of which affect mechanical properties (Mitchell and Moss, 1998; Swaminathan, et

a/., 1994; Cheruvu and Malmfeldt,1990; Norton, 1969).

In addition to the above factors, which relate to the fabrication and service of turbine

rotors, the complex physical metallurgy of lCr-lMo-0.25V (wt. %) steels also

contributes to the formidable complexity of remaining life assessment of these

components. Careful control of heat treatment and composition during fabrication

produces a predominantly bainitic matrix. The combined presence of Fe, Cr, Mo and V

results in the precipitation of as many as six carbide phases, each of which exhibits a
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range of solid solubility for the metallic and interstitial elements (Senior, 1988). In an

extensive metallurgical examination of a number of turbine rotors, Mitchell and Moss

(1998) have detailed the compositional and morphological characteristics of the MC,

M2C, M3C, M23C6, M7C3 and M&C phases, observed in rotors having similar

compositions to that studied here. By examining a number of rotors at various stages of

service-life, they were able to follow the precipitate composition as a function of Vt for

notionally "hot" and "cold" rotor stages. In common with laboratory based studies, they

observed a complex precipitation process, involving the formation of more stable

carbides at the expense of the M3C precipitate, which is the main second phase

following fabrication.

The following chapter presents microstructural characterisation of an ex-service rotor,

where variations in microstructure from stage-to-stage (due to differing operating

temperatures) and rim-to-core (due to fabrication and service stress states) are being

examined.
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6.2 Effect of Service Temperature on the

Microstructure

6.2.1 Core-to-Rim Variations

Although there is uncertainty over the specific pre-service heat treatment processing, a

widely used European practice involves final austenitisation treatment at ~975 °C (1787

°F) followed by an oil quench and tempering at -700 °C (1292 °F). This was then

followed by air cooling or oil quenching.. The CCT diagram (Refer to Fig. 2.5, Chapter

2) indicates that this processing would produce a upper bainitic microstructure with

little lower bainite and almost no martensite. For air cooled rotors, Fig. 2.5. suggests

that there would be a higher tendency to form upper bainite than for oil quenched

components

While selected stage-to-stage investigations were reported previously there have been

relatively few studies of the processing induced heterogeneities in microstructure and/or

microchemistry between the rotor core and rim.

The initial work was conducted on the coldest stage, stage 12, which operated at ~ 351

°C (refer Chapter 3: Rotor Operating Temperatures Module). The relatively low

operating temperature of this stage offers the closest opportunity to examine the pre-

service rotor microstructure. Moreover, this operating temperature is generally

considered to be below the threshold where damage mechanisms such as creep, creep

embrittlement or temper embrittlement are operative and previous chapter has indicated

that this stage exhibits a higher fracture toughness than any other.
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Microstru ctu rat In vestigation

At magnifications below -1000, little or no distinct differences were observed between

the core and rim microstructures. A typical optical micrograph of the microstructure is

provided in Fig. 6.1. Prior austenite grain boundaries are clearly visible and are

indicative of a grain size of approximately 30-40 urn. Within the prior austenite grains

is a predominantly upper bainite structure, with M-?C carbides decorating the prior

austenite and interlath boundaries.

Figure 6.1 Optical micrograph from stage 12 of the Cr-Mo-V rotor steel.
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Figure 6.2 provides bright field (BF) TEM images from carbon replicas of the core and

rim regions. The general microstructures were similar, exhibiting mixed ferritic and

bainitic regions and copious carbide precipitation. Most of these carbides were the M3C

phase. The overall carbide distribution in the core region was slightly denser than in the

rim. Coarse, equiaxed M23C6 carbides were also observed in the core region (arrowed,

Fig. 6.2(a)), although their absolute fraction was very small. Precipitation was apparent

within the intra-lath bainitic region as well as at inter-lath boundaries. Figure 6.3

provides BF TEM images of the microstructure of both the core and rim regions of thin

foils of stage 12. The images are not necessarily representative since obvious variations

between the core and rim were not apparent. However, these images do convey the

typical microstructures observed.
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mmm

Figure 6.2 Typical microstructures of ex-service rotor steel (a) stage l (b) stage 3 and
(c) stage 12.
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Figure 6.3 BF TEM images for (a) core and (b) rim regions. The arrows in (a) identify
prior twin interfaces inside prior austenite grains.
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6.3 Characterisation of Embrittlement Based on the

Carbide Chemistry

Figure 6.4 (a,b) provides bright field (BF) TEM images of the extraction replicas taken

from rotor stages 12, 3 and 1, respectively. Occasional ferritic regions were observed

in the TEM as precipitate free regions. The microstructural results in Fig. 6.4(a) (stage

12) show the presence of carbides < 1 |im, which were mostly M3C in the form of

spheroids or lath. Also observed were the distinctive H-type precipitates (arrowed)

which possess an MC cuboidal core upon which M2C needles nucleate (Collins, 1978).

A magnified view of H-type carbides in stage 1 is provided in Fig.6.5.

The carbide growtli along the grain boundary or inside of the grains was more evident

for stage 1 and 3. However, carbides with a very large size up to ~10|im were more

frequently found in stage 3. An example of such carbide is shown in Fig.6.6.
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Figure 6.4 TEM images from carbon extraction replications of stage 12 of the rotor
steel (a) core and (b) rim.
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Figure 6.5 The secondary H-type carbides in stage I rotor steel.

/ im

Figure 6.6 Large carbide due to carbide coarsening in stage 3 rotor steel
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Figure 6.7 presents the elemental ratios within these precipitates, based on

determinations of weight %, for Fe/Si, Fe/V, Fe/Cr, Fe/Mn and Fe/Mo. As seen in Fig.

6.4, the M3C precipitates were either globular or lath-like and these forms were

analysed randomly. The data shows a trend involving increased partitioning of solute

such as Mo, Cr, V and Si for increased service temperature.

Table 6.1 summarises the results of localised EDXS analysis of the carbide precipitates.

This data also suggested that Mn was slightly enriched in the matrix of the rim region.

The tendency for a higher content of the elements Cr, Mo and Mn within the carbides of

the rim, compared to the core is likely to be due to enrichment of M3C carbides with

these elements as the more thermodynamically stable compositions. This suggests that

the rim sections operated slightly hotter than the core.

Table 6.1.Chemical concentrations of substitutional alloying elements in stage 12 (wt.

Stage

12 (Core)

12 (Rim)

Analysis

M3C

Carbide

Fe

79.9

75.4

Cr

14.0

15.7

Mo

4.6

7.5

V.

0.2

0.1

Mn

1.2

1.3
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Figure 6.7. Compositional profiles showing the ratio of Fe and Si, V, Cr, Mn and Mo (by
weight) as a function of service temperature. The data points represent stage 12 (350 °C),

stage 3 (505 °C) and stage 1 (565 °C).
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6.4 Characterisation of Embrittlement Based on

Carbide Dimensions and Distributions.

To further examine the hardness and FATT variations recorded with thermal exposure

history, an assessment of the carbide distribution was made using stereological

techniques and image analysis from FEG SEM. Figure 6.8 contains high resolution

FEG SEM micrographs of the material extracted from rotor disks/stages 1, 3 and 12.

Table 6.2 summarises the number of M3C precipitates in the rotor stages 1,3, and 12 per

unit volume as determined by stereological techniques

Table 6.2 Number of carbide particles per unit as calculated from image analysis of

SEM images of the stages from different operating temperatures

Stage

No of particles (cm"2)

1

2.77xlO10

3

2.41xlO10

12

19.3xlO10

The volume fraction of the carbide particles decreased wit the operating temperature.

The information concerning morphology and distribution of the carbides combined with

the microchemical information of these carbides could contribute to the search for

microstructural indicators.
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Figure 6.8 High resolution scanning electron microscopy images of (a) stage I, (b)
stage 3 and (c) stage 12 in the service-exposed condition.
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6.5 Segregation of Phosphorus and Scavenging Effect of Molybdenum Using APFIM

The volume fraction of the matrix can be calculated from the chemical information of

bulk, matrix and carbide. A summary of these results of tliis calculations are presented

in Table 6.3. This calculation assumes that there is no phase other than the matrix and

carbides.

Because of the low concentration of alloying elements in the matrix, it is difficult to

acquire reliable data using EDXS analysis. In fact, the elements, such as P and S, and

interstitials were eliminated from the analysis of mass balance due to detection

difficulties in EDXS analyses. For these reasons, the chemical composition of the

matrix was measured using 3DAP/FIM.

The first column of Table 6.3 defines an element that was subjected to analysis by the

TEM, 3DAPFIM and bulk wet chemical analysis. Column No.2 lists the concentration

of the element of interest in the matrix yielded by the 3D APFIM. The results of the

large area TEM analysis of the carbides are summarised in the next column. The

results obtained from the wet chemical analysis are given in the column No.5 of the

table. Lastly, column No. 6 contains the volume fraction of the matrix, calculated

using: the microchernical information supplied by the TEM, concentration of the above

elements in the matrix provided by the 3D APFIM and the chemical composition of

these elements in the bulk of the rotor material.

The volume fraction of the matrix estimated from the various analysis techniques for

the different elements (except Mo) in the rotor steels are consistent with each other.

This confirms that the other techniques applied were performed in systematic manner

and their data are self-consistent.
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Table 6.3. Concentration of alloying elements in matrix, carbide and bulk analysed by

various techniques, and estimated volume fraction of matrix Fm,v based upon the

different elements for stage 3 rotor steel

Element

Fe

Cr

Mo

V

Total

Matrix, at %

99.44

0.40

0.14

0.017

100.00

Carbide, at%

60.66

34.98

1.51

2.85

100.00

Bulk, at %

98.05

1.20

0.49

0.26

100.00

Fm.v

0.96

0.98

0.74

0.92

6.5 Preliminary APFIM Analysis on the Interface

The segregation of P into interfaces such as grain boundary is known to affect the

embrittlement behaviour of Cr-Mo-V steels. Conventional analysis methods using

EDXS present difficulties in reliability due to the limitation of beam size, detection

efficiency issues and peak overlap between P and Mo. The 3DAP/FIM offers superior

spatial resolution and was adopted for this analysis. The details of APFIM analysis are

described elsewhere.

The FIM image for the rotor steel studied is shown in Fig. 6.9 The contrast difference

between two phases is clear and makes further AP analysis unambiguous.

It was found that the dark right-hand-side area represented the ferritic matrix, whereas

the bright contrast left hand side was the Mo-rich carbide. Although it is difficult to
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identify this carbide based upon crystallography due to the complexity of image, this

carbide is assumed to be M2C type carbide since M2C is known to be Mo-rich carbide.

A 3DAP analysis was performed across the interfacial region. The reconstruction of a ~

30 x 30 x 30 nm three-dimensional atom map after atom probe analysis is shown in Fig.

6.10.

Figure 6.9 FIM image of stage 3 rotor steel. This image was obtained with Ne as the
imaging gas at a voltage of 11.5 kV and temperature of 60 K.
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Figure 6.10 3D atom map of the alloying elements around interfaces for stage 3 rotor
steel. The region shown is approximately 30x30x30 nm. Each dot represents an

individual atom.
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6.6 Discussion

6.6.1 General Microstructure

All three stages showed a similar, generally bainitic microstructure. There was no

evidence of spheroidisation or grain boundary precipitation of large carbides suggesting

that all microstructural changes were below the resolution of the optical microscope.

The color etching brought out the differences in orientation of the prior austenite grain

boundaries due to the preferential growth directions. The variation in color brightness

is attributed to the different saturation of the carbides in the Fe- matrix.

The decoration of prior austenite grain boundaries was very clear. The linear

arrangements of carbides which occurred in pairs (arrowed, Fig. 6.2 (a)) are thought to

have occurred on a twinned segment in the prior austenite and these are interpreted as

evidence supporting the identification of the prior austenite grain boundaries. This

precipitation is associated with the pre-service processing. Eleriron diffraction was used

to confirm that the matrix was mostly ferrite, which had transformed in patches of

parallel laths typical of upper bainite, Fig. 6.2 (b). Within individual laths of ferrite,

this figure also reveals a cellular network of slightly misorientated ferrite grains which

contained a high dislocation density. This was more apparent after tilting experiments.

This structure would be expected to also contain heterogeneously nucleated MC

precipitation. The appearance of this ferritic cellular sub-structure was similar to that

observed in recovered or recrystallised microstructures and suggests that the processing

described above in the introduction imparts significant residual stresses in the

microstructure. This is likely to be a further contribution to the higher hardness
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observed in the core of stage 12 (Table 4.1, Chapter 4), since the operating temperatures

of the other stages would be expected to anneal out most of these effects.

The previous chapter established that the FATT for rim samples of stage 3 of this rotor

was ~ 150 °C. Therefore, it is not surprising to note that Fig. 6.2 (b) (stage 3) shows

indications of thermal degradation. The microstructure is somewhat coarser in scale and

there is extensive secondary precipitation of what was found to be mostly fine-scale

MC cuboids and M2C needles. Similarly, Fig. 6.2 (c) shows a coarser distribution of

M3C carbides and extensive secondary precipitation of the IVfC (see inset) and M2C

phases.

Core-to-Rim Variation

Both carbon replicas (Fig.6.3) and thin foils (Fig.6.4) of the core and rim of the rotor

showed a generally similar microstructure. There was also no difference in the carbide

composition between the core and the rim. This suggests that the rotor in study does not

seems to be homogeneous microstructuraUy .
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6.6.2 Effect of service history on the carbide composition

M3C Carbides

The gross differences in M2C precipitate number density between stage 1 and that of

stages 3 and 12 suggested that changes in the microchemistry of this phase would not

easily be interpreted in terms of service temperature. Their small, size also introduced

difficulties in analysis. Similar arguments were considered for the MC phase.

Therefore, in seeking to follow compositional trends with selected microstructural

phases from stage-to-stage, STEM-EDXS was performed OH the M3C carbides, which

dominated all microstructures, Fig. 6.2.

These results are consistent with the thermcdynamic data collated by Senior (1988),

which shows that the stability of alloy carbides is greater than that for Fe3C and that a

strong driving force exists for the replacement of Fe. These results are also broadly

consistent with those reported by Mitchell and Moss, 1994. Based the magnitude and

continuity of &e trends, the present work suggest; that the most sensitive ratios were, in

order: F-_;/Si, Fe/V, Fe/Mn, FeACr and Fe/Mo. Although the Si and V content changed

by ~50% between the hot and cold stages, these are likely to be less reliable than (e.g.)

the Mn due to their low overall traction of trie precipitate composition.

Tlis; carbide growth along th«s grain boundary or inside of the grains was more evident

as well for stages 1 and 3. However, carbide* with very large size up to ~10 fim were

found much more in stage 3. Ar. example of such carbide is shown in Fig. 6.6.
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Large area analysis by EDXS is used as a simple tool for assessing the chemical

composition changes during thermal exposures.

Because it is well known that the substitetional alloying elements, such as Cr, Mo, V

and Mn, replace Fe in carbides as thermal exposure time increases, the compositional

ratio?; of Fe and these alloying elements has been widely used for metallurgical

assessments of pressure equipment. The compositional ratio for each stage is

summarised in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4. Compositional ratios of Fe and substitutional alloying elements in the

carbides analysed by EDXS

\,

Stage!

Fe/Cr

Fe/Mo

Fe/V

Fe/Mn

1.42±0.08

14.33±1.31

18.04±3.84

10.98±1.23

Stage 3

1.8710.21

26.45±7.49

24.67±5.95

2.3110.12

Stage 12

2.3310.12

28.3216.75

24.0711.68

2.5610.05
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H-Carbides

The H-like carbides were observed in extraction replicas from the three stages of the

rotor examined and are shown (arrowed) in Fig. 6.2. These precipitates form during

material fabrication (Senior, 1988, Mitchell and Moss, 1998). Since they are present

from the commencement of service and given their size and number density, changes in

their morphology and composition were examined as a function of service temperature,

with a view to using these parameters as potential indicators of service life. The spatial

resolution of the EDXS analyses in STEM nanoprobe mode was well below that

required to distinguish between the MC core and the heterogeneously nucleated M2C

wing-like components of the precipitate. Therefore, it was possible to analyse

individual components of the H-precipitates from point-to-point. The analytical results

varied somewhat within a given precipitate. Moreover, in common with recent results

by Mitchell and Moss (1998) extensive analyses from H precipitates in all three rotor

stages did not reveal significant differences, possibly due to averaging effects from

segregation within precipitates. Given the close proximity of the MC/M2C/matrix

interfaces and the differing levels of solid solubility of solute within these phases,

perhaps it is not surprising that the internal precipitate composition varies. In this

situation, point analyses using EDXS, which seek to focus the electron beam on an

arbitrary spot on the precipitate may be insensitive to the actual solute distribution in

and around vhe precipitate phase, which is in a distinctly non-equilibrium state.

Therefore, current efforts were focussed on the potential for EDXS mapping to reveal

the distributed precipitate microchemistry in these steels.
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The fine scale secondary precipitation appeared to be more prominent in the hottest

stage, stage 1. Large numbers of H-type carbides, for example, which consist of square

platelet shaped V-rich MC and rod shaped Mo rich M2C carbide, were observed in this

stage 1. A magnified view of H-type carbides, thought to be formed from secondary

precipitation in stage 1 is provided in Fig. 6.5.

6.6.3 Carbides Distribution

The fraction of the carbides increased while operating temperature increased as

depicted in Fig.6.7 and Table 6.2. The operating temperature of stage 1 (565 ° C) might

have influenced the secondary precipitation of carbides. This result is consistent with

the evidence of secondary precipitation in the hottest stage 1.

Given that interparticle spacing is inversely proportional to volume or area fraction of

particles, the coldest stage, 12, has the smallest interparticle spacing whereas the hottest

stage, 1, has the largest. This is also consistent with the decrease in hardness with

increasing operating temperature (Kocks, 1966).

6.6.4 Scavenging Effect of Mo

It is known that Mo can interact preferentially with P so as to reduce the segregation of

that element in the low alloy steels. It is speculated that the discrepancy measured in

Table 6.3 arises from the Mo concentration into other locations such as grain

- boundaries, clusters or other interfaces which were not considered in this calculation, A

more extensive characterisation is required to understand this behavior.
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It is clear from Fig. 6.10 that the carbide is Mo rich and also possesses enrichment of V.

What seems particularly interesting is the apparent segregation of P and V along the

precipitate/matrix interface. The effect of Mo in mitigating against the embrittling

effects of elements such as P is not well understood. The notion of a scavenging effect

is often referred to (Viswanathan, 1989) but there is no clear mechanism for the basis of

this effect and little, if any, direct evidence for it (Miller et al, 1994). Results reported

in Table 6.3 present grounds for further investigations. The kinetics of embrittlement

may be related to the concentration of the alloying elements such as Cr and Mo in the

matrix. Only 74 at % of Mo is present in the matrix thus allowing the remaining 26 %

to be located elsewhere, most probably in the carbides. The formation of carbide such

as M2Q, will severely deplete the amount of Mo is solution and the presence of

significant amounts of either or both carbides will leave little Mo available to scavenge

embrittling elements such as P (Moss and Kelly, 1998). Thus, there might a critical

amount of Mo that needs to be present in the ferrite matrix in order to exercise the

mitigating influence on the embrittling elements such as P.

The images in Fig. 6.10 suggest that one mechanism for the action of Mo in reducing

the embrittling effects of elements such as P may be to lock these solutes at

precipitate/matrix interfacial regions, thereby making them unavailable to diffuse to

prior austenite grain boundaries. This data was recorded from stage 3, which was the

stage which exhibited the highest FATT. The suggestion is that the effect of trapping P

at the particle/matrix interface occurs to a lesser extent than in the other stages (e.g.

stage 12).

•>.V.,vMv!?SJ'-;>
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6.6 Concluding Remarks

• It is clear that the Cr, Mo and V tend to replace Fe and partition into the carbide as

operating temperature increases. However, Mn was found to have an opposits

tendency by partitioning into matrix. It has been reported that Cr, Mo and V are

strong carbide forming elements (V>Cr>Mo>Fe) .It is considered that the hardness

reduction shown in Table 4.1 is due partly to the reduction in solid solution

hardening as solute elements are depleted from the matrix during the partitioning

process. It is interesting to note that the trends in the FATT and hardness variations

with service exposure (from the different stages) are likely to be the result of

separate mechanisms. Whereas, the controlling mechanism for FATT variations is

related to grain boundary segregation processes, the hardness changes are the result

of changes in the amount of solute remaining in solution

• In the present investigation, the microstructurc and microchemistry change was

investigated using various analysis techniques. The results can be summarised as

follows:

There was no substantial evidence of morphological differences of carbides in

micron/sub-micron scale between the stages as shown by TEM and SEM

analysis. However, detailed TEM characterisation suggested that microchemical

information of the phases might vary for the three stages as they were exposed

to different thermal histories.
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• The carbide coarsening and secondary precipitation appear to be more clearly

defined in the hotter stages 1 and 3 than stage 12. However, secondary

precipitation was more prominent in stage 1 whereas coarsening is more evident

in stage 3.

• EDXS analysis of the carbides showed that Cr, Mo and V tend to partition into

carbides by replacing Fe as operating temperature increases.

• Solid solution hardening and interparticle spacing of carbides were found to be

contributing factors to the hardness change with thennal exposure. There was no

evidence found that volume fraction of the carbide any effect on the hardness

change.

• Combining the results from SEM, TEM and 3DAP/FIM techniques may be

applied to derive mass balances for most of the elements between the phases.

This may subsequently provide a useful key for the assessment of the service

history/remaining lifetime.

Interface segregation was successfully analysed with 3DAP/FIM technique. It

was apparent that P segregation along carbide and matrix interfaces was not

negligible.



Chapter 7: Summary and

Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the findings of this work lists the conclusions of

the research and describes potential areas for further research
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7.1 Embrittlement induced Microstructural Variation

and Fracture Toughness

This work has examined two different approaches to temper embrittlement assessment

in a power generating rotor: the mechanical correlations method and microstructural

examination. The two methods were precipitated by the need to find an effective

alternative to current remaining life assessment techniques and/or advance the current

best practices for such evaluation. It is therefore of interest to visualise the relationship

between the mechanical properties (as determined in Chapter 5) and microstructural

indicators (as described in Chapter 6). The following figure, consisting of three parts

(a), (b) and (c) allows to reproduce such a relationship.

Figure 7.1 (a) graphically depicts the relationship between the measured fracture

toughness and the Fe/Mo ratio in the M3C carbides. The variation of the ratio with

fracture toughness and operating temperature is complex. As Kic fracture toughness

decreases form stage 1 to stage 3, the Fe/Mp ration increases and continues to do so

until it reaches its peak at stage 12, which also possesses the highest fracture toughness.
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The overall picture created by Fig.7.1 (b) is different. Stage 12 is shown to contain the

lowest number of precipitates per unit volume, whereas stage 1 emerges as having the

highest amount of carbides. This is consistent with the assumption that stage 1 was

subject to a prolonged thermal exposure at the highest operating temperature and thus

the process of secondary precipitation had commenced.

Figure 7.1 (c) derives its data from the paper by Miller et al, 2000B. The researchers

had studied a Cr-Mo-V reactor. The material was heat treated to produce unirradiated,

neutron irradiated and thermally aged specimens. These categories were considered

analogous to the rotor stages studied here as: unirradiated-to unembrittled stage 12,

neutron irradiated - to the most embrittled stage 3 and thermally aged to the hottest

stage 1. The average concentration of P in the matrix as determined by Miller et al.,

2000 using APFIM for Cr-Mo-V reactor was plotted against the Kjc fracture toughness

obtained in this work for Cr-Mo-V rotor steel. The resulting trend is consistent with the

trend reported in the part (a) of the figure. It is proposed that this relationship might be

connected with the scavenging effect of Mo and a complex relationship between the P

and Mo.
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7.2 Conclusions

As a result of this study, a number of significant conclusion have been reached.

Overall, it has been demonstrated that there exists a potential for the implementation of

the SPT into remaining life assessment protocols. A number of relationships have been

shown to support this proposal. In addition, the search for the microstructural

indicators of temper embrittlement presents numerous possibilities for future

exploration. More specifically, the following conclusions have been reached:

• The retired HP-IP rotor appeared to be subjected to the temper embrittlement

damage mechanism whilst in service. This is supported by the FATTs measured for

the entire rotor in the service-exposed condition. The FATTs exceed the limits

specified in ASTM in most cases.

• Stage 3 that operated at nominal temperature of 505 °C emerged as the most

embrittlement stage. This was documented by all three mechanical teschniques:

CVN, SPT and Kic fracture toughness. This result is consistent with the previous

reports for the operating window of temper embrittlement: 350-520 °C. Therefore

stage 3 operating conditions coincide with these for this damage mechanism.

• The mechanical testing results generated for stage 12 suggested that this disk was

virtually unembrittled. This is further supported by reports of similar FATT and Kjc

values for the rotors of this generation.

• The investigation into the relationship between the full and sub-size Charpy V-

Notch Testing specimens concluded that the sub-size specimens qualitatively

\ exhibit similar behavior to the standard full size specimens, although the USE levels

and FATTs were reduced. Variation in the AFATT was systematic and seemed

dependent on the degree of embrittlement of the various stages.
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• The "Cr-Mo-V" correlation between the CVN an SPT was found to be within 90 %

the confidence limit approach. Furthermore, the confidence interval was improved

in this work from ±28 °C to ±10 °C.

• The reported correlations between the CVN and Kic were explored. These were

found to be in good agreement with the experimental data.

• Since the CVN -SPT yielded an excellent working relationship, the SPT derived

FATTs were used in a triangular correlation in order to predict fracture toughness

Kic. Those values appeared to be consistent with the experimental Kic values.

• The critical crack size a^ was calculated from Kic values for the three locations of

the rotor. These were compared against the actual critical crack sizes of the failed

rotor. Due to the successful triangular correlation based on the SPT it became

possible to derive critical crack size from the miniature specimen technique. Since

critical crack size is an important parameter in the remaining life assessment (RLA),

this method has potential to be incorporated into the RLA protocols.

• The microstructure of the rotor was studied in detail. The microstructural

uniformity of the core and rim sections was unexpected. Moreover, the rotor

demonstrated an excellent microstructural homogeneity.

• The M3C carbide dominated the rotor microstructure, and thus further

microstructural investigation was based on this microstructural representative. The

microchemical information that was derived from it suggested that its composition

changed according to the thermodynamic driving force for solute partitioning.

EDXS analysis for the carbides showed that Cr, Mo and V tend to partition into

carbides by replacing Fe as operating temperature is increased.
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• The carbide coarsening and secondary precipitation appeared to be clearly defined

in the hotter stages 1 and 3 than 12. However, secondary precipitation was more

prominent in stage 1 whereas coarsening was more evident in ct3?e 3.

• The combined results from several microscopy tools such as FEG SEM, TEM and

3DAP/FIM may be used to derive mass balances for most of the key elements

between the phases. This may subsequently provide a useful key for the service

history/remaining life.

• Interface segregation was successfully analysed with 3DA/PFIM. P segregation

along the carbide and the matrix was significant.



Chapter 8 Suggestions for

Future Work
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Several aspects of this study have provided potential avenues for future investigations.

• Improvement, of the 95% confidence interval in CVN-SPT correlation. Since an

excellent correlation was already obtained in this work, further research is possible

to advance this relationship. Viswanathan and Foulds, 2001 reported that a

reduction to ±10 °C instead of the ±28 °C currently adopted is possible. This work

has demonstrated that (he confidence interval is within 11 ° C. The reduction of the

prediction uncertainty could contribute to the implementation of the SPT into the

remaining life assessment protocols.

It will be worthwhile to incorporate the data obtained from similar rotors into the

Kic prediction based on the SPT and validate this relationship. It would be of

interest to demonstrate that the three-way correlation of structural integrity was also

applicable to other rotors. It would also be fascinating to implement this correlation

method to predict fracture toughness of the rotors of both European and US

manufacturing origin in order to examine the influence of the changes of the cooling

rate and subsequently microstructure (lower vs upper bainite) onto such a

correlation.

Measurement of elevated temperature fracture toughness in order to construct a full

transition curve and implement the triangular correlation. This would contribute

towards the credibility of the correlation based on SPT and could also give rise to

new improved correaltions based on the entire transition curve between CVN, SPT

(land Kic.
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• Studies of the mechanism of de-segregation (de-embrittled) with the use of APFIM.

Since the kinetics of solute desegregation during the de-embrittled heat treatment

have not been extensively studied it would assist in establishing the effectiveness of

such a heat treatment and better justify the results in impact properties that it

produces. This could be achieved by conducting comparative matrix analyses of

severely embrittlement vs de-embrittled material. The calculations that such

analysis would allow for the determination of the concentration of the embrittling

species at the grain boundaries and inside the matrix. The 3DAP/FIM results could

also be correlated with the de-embrittled fracture toughness.

• Studies of scavenging effect of Mo with the use of APFIM. The relationship of P

and Mo is complex and causes the migration of the P to the grain boundaries and

vice versa. 3D/APFIM experiments would give insight into the mechanism of the

action. The analysis should be conducted both inside the matrix and on the grain

boundaries

• FEA of SPT results obtained here and implementation of the FEA approach

described in Chapter 5 (5.5.3). The resultant fracture toughness could then be

compared to the fracture toughness obtained from the correlation method described

in this thesis and the advantages/disadvantages of using either of the methods

further explored.
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Stage 1 Cut-Up Plan

Witness mark

1C1- sub-size Jic specimens
1C2-1C4 - sub-size Charpy
specimens
1C5-1C10 - full-size Chaipy
specimens
1C11 -1C12 - full-size Kic specimens
1C13-1C14-Tensile Specimens

Scale: 1:1.5

Witness mark this Sectioning of _ of the core of stage 1
Blocks for mechanical samples were cut in
radial orienation
1C witness sample I
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Stage 3 Cut-up Plan

Witness mark 3C1- sub-size Jic specimens
3C2-3C4 - sub-size Charpy
specimens
3C5-3C10- full-size Charpy
specimens
3C11-3C12-full-size Kic
specimens
3C13-3C14- Tensile Specimens
Scale 1:1.5

Witness mark this



Stage 12 Cut-up Plan T3
CD

O

Dl-full-size CVN
12D3,12D4,12D5 - sub-size CVN
12D6 (1-3) Tensile samples
12D7,12D8,12D9,12D13 -Compact Jlc

12D10-12D12 full-size CVN
12D14 (1-3) 3 point bend KIc

Scale 1:2
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APPENDIX B:
SPECIMEN CONFIGURATIONS

Dimensions of full-size Charpy Specimens

55 mm

10 mm

45° notch radius

m

Dimensions of sub-size Charpy specimens

55 mm

A

\

5 mm

45° notch radius

Dimensions of full-size K/c Specimens

60° notch angle

20mm 20mm

20mm

i
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Dimensions of Tensile Test Specimen

138mm

10mm| (

TYPR 5mm
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APPENDIX C: Kic Measurement

ASTM E399-90 was followed when conducting Kic testing. The procedure involved the

following:

• Pre-cracking the three-point bend specimen (Re: Appendix B for specimen

configuration). (Annex A2 of the AST, E 399-90). The following table summarises the

fatigue loads used to create a fatigue crack from starter notch. Fig. Cl illustrates the

three-point bend setup and the fatigue pre-cracking procedure.

Table Cl : Fatigue Load Calculations

Fatigue
interval

First 1.05 mm
from the the

notch tip
Second 0.25
mm from the

notch tip

Maximum
Load kN

2.26

1.71

Minimum
Load,KN

0.226

0.171

Mean Load,
kN

1.243

0.9405

Amplitude

1.017

0.7695

0.1

0.1

Please note: Kmax estimates were based on Kic values of ~30 MPa1/2 (using values for

ex-service rotors of similar age and composition: Viswanathan, 1989; Roberts and

Newton, 1981).

• The specimens were loaded until the specimen could no longer sustain an increase in

load. An example of the load vs displacement curve is given in Fig. C2.

• The determination of Pmax/Pq is also shown in Fig. C2 and its validity was checked

against the ASTM requirement.

i

I
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Figure Cl: pre-crackiug of K|C specimen

• Kq was calculated using Annex 3 of ASTM E399-90. MS Excel was employed for

calculations of f(a/w) and Kt]. its validity was assessed according to the ASTM

requirements

• Specimens were heat-tinted and broken and the crack examined and measured. The

crack front edge and surface were measured according the ASTM validity requirements

(section 8.2.2 of the ASTM E 399-90). Figure C3 shows a crack comprising of a starter

notch, fatigue pre-crack and crack propagation.

• The IMC value was calculated using an average of at least three valid Kic values

according to ASTM E 399-90.
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Figure C2: Typical Load vs Displacement curve used to calculate Pmax and subsequently

Kq.

Fracture surface

.Crack propagation

Fatigue pre-crack

Figure C3: Fracture surface of a tested Kic specimen, showing the fatigue pre-crack, crack

propagation and the brittle fracture surface.
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